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Publisher’s Desk
We’re
excited
to
announce
StudentFilmmakers
Magazine’s
Anniversary this month. As you read
this, you might be trekking through
the NAB 2009 exhibit show floor as
we speak, and possibly with our 37th
edition
in your hands. We could not have done it without you – our
loyal readers and subscribers; our passionate, hard-working,
and talented writers; and our advertisers who support us –
which, in turn, supports you – our readers and online members
who live, eat, sleep, breathe, and work to make motion pictures.
I can’t think of a more creative, exciting career than in the
motion picture industry.
I think many others must agree with me because our
community continues to grow each month with more subscribers
to the magazine and to the networking section of our website.
If you have not already done so, visit our site and sign up for
the filmmakers networking section to find composers, crew,
and writers, upload videos, post blogs, and interact with
others interested in motion picture production. We reach well
over 45,000 film and video makers each month through our
Magazine, Website and Enewsletters. You can go to http://
networking.studentfilmmakers.com to sign up, search and
interact with filmmakers across the country and around the
world.
Please join me in welcoming new contributing writers
– William Donaruma, John Carrico, Vicky Collins, Sherri
Sheridan, and Dean Goldberg. William Donaruma’s amazing
film and article is this month’s Cover Story (pg. 6). Bill shares
his experience working on his new HD documentary entitled,
“Strong Bodies Fight,” which was filmed in Bangladesh.
Included are techniques from behind the B camera while
directing.
We hope that you can join us in Las Vegas, Nevada, at NAB
2009, the National Association of Broadcasters tradeshow,
where StudentFilmmakers Magazine will be exhibiting at Booth
C10206 and celebrating its anniversary. Stop by the exhibit
booth to introduce yourself and network with staff members.
Pick up complimentary copies of featured editions at our booth.
Get discounts for one, two, and three-year subscriptions. And,
certainly be ready for photo ops again this year!
Truly,
Kim E. Welch
Publisher / Editor-in-Chief
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Tomas Castillo, William Donaruma (center), and Leo Rubinkowski
in a village in Biroy, where they wait to be served a sweet, boiled
tea, which was served to them everywhere they went. William lets
the kids use the little camera a lot.
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Lensing Your ‘Futuristic, Other-World’
with a Tilt-Shift Lens
Manipulate Planes of Focus
by Saro Varjabedian

Tilt-shift lenses give such detailed

on a gurney as nurses and his fiancé

control over where the plane of focus

come rushing by his side. By racking

will be placed, that you can now isolate

focus

one subject from another in ways that

simultaneously, the image moves in and

would normally be evenly focused along

out of focus in such a way that is almost

one plane. For example, by shifting the

like looking at the world through one of

lens from left to right, a straight-on

those trick mirrors used in fun houses.

frontal two-shot can now be focus-pulled

The screenshot labeled as Example 4

between the two subjects as shown in the

illustrates the effect. I should mention

screenshots, Example 1 and Example 2.

that cinematographer Janusz Kaminski,

The second benefit in which the tiltOn a current short film that I’m
working

on

entitled,

LoveBug,

the

and

shifting/tilting

the

lens

Bell and The Butterfly, inspired this

now download programs, which alter

to try my hand at using a tilt-shift lens.

shift lens offered the “depiction of the

their state of consciousness. So in early

Using a lens adaptor, I used a 35mm still

world” is that I can now have multiple

As always, a tilt-shift lens, like

effect.

wants

discussions with Alain, it became very

photography tilt-shift lens, the result

to build a futuristic/other dimension

clear that we had to create a world that

of which is that the planes of focus can

This helped in enhancing the feel that

any tool is only used because the story
calls for it, and so the tilt-shift lens was

Alain

Alfaro

world where cybertronics have been

is unsettling and somehow falling apart

now be manipulated in such ways that

something is unreal or as if the world

imbedded into people so that they can

at the seams. To achieve this, I decided

traditional lenses cannot.

is somehow unhinging. An example of

necessary in servicing the concept of this

this is illustrated in the screenshot,

film.

Example 3. Notice how the subject in the
foreground is out of focus, the subject
in the midground is in focus, then the
background is simultaneously in and out
of focus.
Finally, there is a sequence in the
film where the protagonist is having
a seizure because of a failure of his
cybertronic implant. The shot is meant to
be a POV of the protagonist laying down
Example 1. Actor Arturo Castro is in focus while actor
Ines Lucas is out of focus, even though they are sitting
on the same focus plane. (screenshot)

Example 2. By shifting the lens horizontally, the focus
has been pulled from Arturo to Ines. (screenshot)

THERE’S
AN AZDEN
SHOTGUN MIC
DESIGNED TO
IMPROVE YOUR
AUDIO QUALITY

ASC, who used it in the film, The Diving

planes in and out of focus simultaneously.

writer/director

Student Film Makers

Cinematography

SGM-1000
A phantom powered shotgun mic with
new high-performance microphone element
that features: phantom 12-48V or 1.5V
"AA" battery • wide frequency response
• highly directional pick-up pattern
• high sensitivity/low noise • shockmount
holder with new taller integrated shoe
mount • XLR output • switchable low-cut
filter • On/Off power switch • standard
foam windscreen • length - 310mm
(12.5"). Battery and cable not included.
MSRP $360.

Saro Varjabedian is a New York
based

director

of

photography

and

has worked on numerous independent
feature and short films, music videos
and corporate videos. He is currently
pursuing an M.F.A in Film at Columbia
University. Saro can be reached at

SGM-2X
Ideal for full-size cameras, it is 2 mics in one.
Combined, they are a 15.75" low-noise,
wide bandwidth, shotgun, with balanced
low-impedance output. Includes same
features of the SGM-1000 but no phantom
power. The short barrel (8.125") is a
general purpose omni mic. MSRP $310

www.sarodp.com.
SGM-1X

Director of Photography Saro Varjabedian decides where to place
the focus with Writer/Director Alain Alfaro on the set of LoveBug.
Photo Credit: Stephen Martinez.

SGM-1X. At 298mm (11.75") with XLR
output it's ideal for smaller DV cams with
XLR audio inputs. Comes supplied with the
same unique integrated shockmount with
shoe-mount as the SGM-1000. Cable not
included. MSRP $230

SGM-X
At 216mm (8.5") the mini SGM-X is a
complete system, including windscreen,
shoe-mount holder and mini cable. With mini
output, the SGM-X is perfect for smaller DV
cams with mini-jack mic inputs.
MSRP $155

®

Foreground out of focus, midground in focus, and then
background on screen right is in focus. (screenshot)
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Actor Ines Lucas rendered in and out of focus
simultaneously. (screenshot)

P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010
(516) 328-7500 • FAX: (516) 328-7506

For full specifications e-mail azdenus@azdencorp.com
or visit our Web site: www.azdencorp.com
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HD Documentary

Capturing the Story for the

HD Documentary,
Strong Bodies Fight

Tea gardens of Srimangal. Cinematographer John
Klein and director William Donaruma share a lighter
moment in their exhaustion towards the end of the trip.

Director’s Perspective
by William Donaruma

Sunset in Biroy. This was taken with the
pocket digital camera. The video is taken
with a small HD camcorder.

“Strong Bodies Fight” is an HD documentary that explores the

cinematographer, John Klein, tells an inspiring story of sweat,

poor village of Bangladesh, but didn’t think that we would be so

history and the effect a university boxing team has on a culture

sacrifice, and solidarity in the fight against global poverty. In

fortunate as to witness one.

far removed from their own. For eighty years, their boxing

the words of Fr. Leonard Shankar, “We are living in this world

tournament known as the Bengal Bouts worked alongside the

as a ‘we.’ It is not ‘I’ but ‘WE’ in this world.”

Holy Cross Missions to invest in the future of the children of
Bangladesh. This film captures the strong spirit and beauty of

“Want to see how we treat a snake bite?” asks Father

the Bengali people and their country, as well as the courageous

Homrich. My cinematographer, John, and I look at each other

commitment of the Holy Cross priests, brothers, and sisters

with unadulterated enthusiasm and run to grab our gear

who have served there for 150 years. Director/Producer,

struggling to keep up with the elderly priest. We had heard

William Donaruma, along with producer Mark Weber and

rumors of how poisonous snake bites are treated in this small,
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As we arrive at the small medical center, a young, petite
woman is charging up a stun gun (the same type and model that
American police officers use). We stare in awe as she proceeds
to use the gun to zap the bitten man three times at a location
on his lower leg around the puncture wound to neutralize the
poison. Though it appears to be a routine, clinical procedure, it
isn’t until she turns to us with a huge grin to exclaim how lucky

John Klein (left) and William Donaruma shoot interviews
on a mountainside by a tiny boarding school, which is
referred to as “Heaven” by Father Alex (right, striped
shirt). It is high up and at the northern most edge of
Bangladesh. You can see India from the hillside.

this man is.

April 2009
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HD Documentary

TECHNIQUES:
Directing and Operating the B Camera for Strong Bodies Fight
Light sets the mood and
makes the movie. Even when

Shoot for the edit. You have to
imagine that you may be editing the

Discover the story you are
shooting. You may know what you

shooting for a documentary, I always

entire scene you are shooting with

are there to get, but there may be a lot

shoot for a cinematographer’s

what you have from one camera for

more to learn and tell an audience. We

composition to portray people and

both picture and audio, so keep the

knew we could track where the Bengal

places. I knew that I could trust my

camera running and pointing towards

Bouts money was going and how it

cinematographer, John, to do that as

the subject even if you are on the move.

affected lives, but we found out that

well. I wanted to make a “movie” an

You have to pick shots that will match,

instead of just weak bodies needing

audience would be fascinated to watch

and watch what your second camera is

to be nourished, there is a country of

and not an information piece.

getting. When John ran to the top of a

strong, beautiful people with pride in

hill, he could call out to me to get a pick

their country and a gratitude for the

up shot and the shot from the bottom of

education these fighters provided.

the hill anticipating the moment.

Overlooking India in the rice fields of a small village outside Srimangal. John gets
hit with a ‘bug,’ and two crew members don’t make that portion of the trip either
because of illness. So William films most of the day.
I glance at John to see if he is catching something I’m not

It wasn’t until the day we left the village that our colleagues

but find the same thoughts mirror in his eyes: fear, confusion

divulged that Father had killed a cobra in our room the day

and an excitement about getting ‘the shot.’ The young nurse

we arrived in Pirgatcha. It was then I looked at John’s pale

notices our confusion and explains that our patient is lucky

expression and remembered an old adage that my mother

because of the location of the bite. If the bite had been above the

would always say: “Sometimes it’s better not to know than to

waist, they would not have been able to use the taser because

know it all.”

of the intense voltage so near the heart.
In this case, Father Homrich simply
explains, “You die.”

We need a midtempo didgeridoo in D-minor
it’s for an Aboriginal coming-of-age story.

From that moment forward, “cobra”
became the code word for “you don’t want
to know.”

John and I share another moment of
kinship, nervously smiling at each other
as we search the dirt floor around us
for any hiding serpents. We watch with
amazement as the patient’s friends help
him out of his chair and usher him out the
door. I turn to Father Homrich expecting
to see a moment of concern. Instead, I see

Found it.

®

In June 2008, I traveled to Bangladesh
with 5 college student boxing team
members and my cinematographer, John
Klein (a former student). We set out to
trace the affects of a 79 year old boxing

Start with MasterSearch, the world’s most efficient
and powerful music search engine. Audition music
and create projects. Download broadcast quality
songs and email results.

tournament called “The Bengal Bouts,”

Lost found it. Gossip Girl found it.
The Wrestler found it.

which donates all of its proceeds to Holy

Find. Music. Fast. Only at MasterSource.com

Contact us for FREE
custom music searches
sent right to your inbox
in minutes.

a smug and quite satisfied smile spread
across his face, and as he looks back to
the retreating patient he says, “They’re
seeing how far he gets, or if he drops
dead,” and laughs facetiously.
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Watering hole in Jalchatra (midway
between Dhaka and northern
border) shooting with the smaller HD
camcorder and a wide angle adapter.

Sound Like Nobody Else.®
A Universal Music Publishing Group Company

Marc Ferrari
818.706.9000
marc@mastersource.com

Josh Kessler
212.841.8700
josh@mastersource.com

Abby O’Neill
310.358.4426
abby@mastersource.com
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HD Documentary
the reputation of the airport, customs and possible corruption. I

strong people. Though it was exhausting, the experience was

packed the gear so that we carried everything we would need to

rewarding, educational and eye opening. The challenge now is

shoot something, even if nothing arrived at the airport. Much to

to show how fighting for poverty, quite literally, is a worthwhile

our relief, getting in was easy, though we were without a tripod

and peaceful mission and one all of us can do in our own way.

for the first full week of shooting. I pre-plan meticulously, and

Luckily, one of our guys (Leo Rubinkowski) won his final fight

I had lists printed in each case with its inventory. We made

and championship of the tournament last month, so we have

sure we had power converters, inverters, and different kinds

the drama. We’ll continue post through the summer for a

of batteries, but the one thing I hadn’t planned for was the

premiere in November. As for the snakebite … cobra.

frequency of the rolling black outs. After all of the research I
had done about the area, I heard about power issues and was
well prepared for camera power, but was not prepared for how

More of the history of the Bengal Bouts and this production
may be viewed at www.strongbodiesfight.org.

often and for how long we would lose power for hard drives. An
APC backup would have helped. We found this out the hard

Off-loading set up back in the Moreau House (the crew’s
base and the Holy Cross ‘HQ’) in the city of Dhaka.
MacBook Pro and Powerbook G4 moving footage from
cards to drives and finally to the 2TB Raid.

William prepares to shoot footage of
the bricks that are being used to build a
medical center in Srimangal (East) that
they purchased with money from the
Bengal Bouts.

way when we first tried downloading our footage to 2TB LaCie

William Donaruma has years of production experience

Raid drives, and the power quit on us. This was in the city of

having worked for Universal Studios as well as a variety of

Dhakka, and since it was so hot, it was more frequent because

production companies and major television networks in film

of electrical use. It is a country the size of Wisconsin with half

and video production. Returning to Notre Dame to teach

the population of the United States, most of which are in the

production courses, he has won the Kaneb Teaching Award and

capital city. Luckily, we had plenty of P2 cards to rely on, but

was granted a fellowship at the Academy of Television Arts and

we quickly became backed up with footage that needed to be

Sciences. His website is www.williamdonaruma.com.

dumped. The P2 Store unit can only handle about 4 cards, so
we were barely ahead of our resources, and we headed out to
the rural northern missions just days into the trip. It is out in

Cross missions in Bangladesh. One of my students and the

We shot in 24PN on the Panasonics. This would allow us a

captain of the boxing team, Mark Weber, came to me with the

solid 84 minutes on two 16G P2 cards. We also knew were going

idea of going to Bangladesh in late 2007. Never before had the

to shoot slow motion, which is achieved at this setting, anyway,

boxers met the people or viewed the region they were trying to

and we could maintain a close to homogeneous timeline. The

help. His idea blossomed and the trip quickly became reality

goal was to shoot as cinematically as possible, incorporating the

in early 2008. Mark and I acted as producers, while long time

land, colors, culture and conditions into the narrative and stay

boxing coach and tournament referee, Tom Suddes acted

away from straight-forward interviews throughout. In doing

John and I eventually came up with a system whereby we

as Executive Producer, raising money from boxing alumni

so, we shot most everyone outside to showcase the landscape.

would hook up his iBook to the camera and off load to 250G

to help fund the project. John Klein, who was working as a

Sound was just as important, so I also carried a recorder in

Rugged drives while we travelled in the packed van to each

cinematographer in Chicago and had extensive experience with

order to pick up off camera sound bites, children singing, and

village. We had hoped we could maintain charges with the

his own Panasonic HVX200

natural sounds, etc. The

power inverter for the van, but that overheated within the

camera, came on board as well.

directive

avoid

first hour for some reason, and we were out of luck, again. The

I operated the B camera while

the pitfall of becoming a

Rugged drives were eventually unloaded to the LaCie Raids

directing the project.

travel tour video and build

when we knew we could run for a couple of hours. Times like

transitions

We immediately knew we
had the resources to use two
HVX200 cameras and several

to

was provided by generators that were cut off by the time we got
settled back in with any time to off load the days work. When
I say “settled,” I mean tucked into the netting around the bed
and sweating it out.

from

each

this were in the eastern village of Srimangal, where we knew

segment

that

the power would go off from about 9:00pm to 11:00pm every

would help define the area

night. It was more consistent because of the tea gardens and

where we were travelling.

the factories that processed the tea, so we could gauge a decent

narrative

wanted to shoot in HD, and I

was

the these areas that we found out power didn’t just fluctuate, it

There

a smaller HD camcorder that

uncertainties

travelling

We eventually got caught up by the end of the first week and

we could always have on hand

with equipment to this part

found a rhythm to our production process. John and I worked

of the world. One reason

well together, because I could trust his vision; and Mark was

was that it was the rainy

able to capture lots of great stills to add to the visuals. In the

season, but another was

end, I think we captured a beautiful movie about beautiful and

and be able to put into obscure
places.

10
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In a small village on the edge of India outside of
Srimangal to the Northeast of Bangladesh, filmmaker
William Donaruma sits to take a rest with his camera.

were

many

time to move footage.

16Gig P2 cards. I also brought

April 2009
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Pre-Production

Cast the Right Kind of Talent
for Your Story and Project

heart of any dreams and ambitions you entertained of working

And you must never, ever hold an audition on the weekend.

with professional actors, and you’ll be back to using that lady

This is a pretty prominent pet peeve for actors. I’ve passed on

in your mom’s gardening club.

numerous student films because the auditions were held on a

“In the world of mostly every successful
producer and director, talent is of critical importance.”

have paying clients to attend to. As in any business venture,

by John Carrico

limited credentials who will be appreciative of any assistance

First of all, use e-mail. Don’t call and request a
meeting. And never, ever show up in a talent agency’s lobby with
a smile on your face and a script clenched in your hand. They
it’s imperative that your e-mail create a good impression.
Without being obsequious, you must present yourself as a
courteous, respectful, and cordial young filmmaker with
being afforded. Don’t just slam the details together and fire
off an e-mail. Spend some time crafting your message. You’re
in the communication business, and this is when you need to

Every filmmaker who’s ever cast a cousin, a sister, a new

their means. And they’re probably right. Depending on the

friend from the softball team, or some really hot ingénue in the

market and talent agency, working with pros will cost you

theater department has learned the same lesson: working with

anywhere from a few-hundred to a few-thousand dollars – per

Be succinct and to the point. Your vision, your

professional actors is indispensable in making the leap from

actor, per day. So what do you do? After all, professional actors

philosophy, and your aspirations for the project are admittedly

“paint by numbers” to creating works of art – or, at least the

are found at professional talent agencies, and neither of them

very, very important – to you. If you’re to convince the agency

creation of something that will make the client happy and put

are in the business of working for free. Right? Well, yeah…

that they should petition their actors on your behalf, include

money in your bank account.

but. Actors and agencies can be surprisingly receptive to the

– in a neat, tidy and concise manner – everything that pertains

notion of helping out a budding filmmaker who has champagne

to the actors. How many actors does the script call for? What

dreams and a water fountain budget.

flavor of actor do you need? How many women? How many

“Talent is the linchpin that holds the project together,” says
Andrew Wright, of Wright Bros. Films in Denver. “You can
have the best crew, the best locations, the best production in

“Student films are always a good learning experience

the works, but if the on-camera talent isn’t right, you’re just

for any actor at any level,” believes Kathleen Ham, Director

wasting your time and going through the motions. “

of Broadcast Media for the Donna Baldwin Talent Agency.

Wright is an advertising and marketing savant who’s cast
thousands of actors in hundreds of prominent projects and
national ad-campaigns throughout his career.
“It is the talent who tells the story, relates the message or
portrays the emotion to the viewer,” he says. “It is the job of the
director/filmmaker to provide a means to help let that talent
tell the story and to relate it as it is intended. Therefore, it is
up to the director/filmmaker to select the appropriate talent
for the story or project, and to get the best performance out of

ethnicity? Character personas? Wardrobe? Make-up? Will you
reimburse for mileage? Are you providing lunch?

Flesh out essential details of the shoot.

talent agency in the Rocky Mountain region, Ham regularly

The date? Call time? Where? How long a day? Are you providing

hears the pleading of student filmmakers. And, she’s willing to

lunch?

listen and help, provided you know how to knock on the door.

And don’t fail to mention, humbly and with great respect,

“There are two ways to approach the start of a professional

that you promise on the good name of the generations who

production, and that is to treat it like it’s a professional

came before you that you will provide the actors with a copy of

production and a business,” she says. “Behave like a pro if

the final product… and lunch.

that’s what you want to attract to your project.”
Allow me to reiterate –

Do all this, and there’s a good chance the agency will take
the time to let their actors know about your cause. If your e-

never heard of. It may fit your schedule, but not ours. Actors
are used to auditioning weekdays during business hours.
So plan accordingly. Why? Well, it’s a business, and we, too,
have lawns to mow, soccer games to attend, and burgers to
be grilled. Shooting on a Saturday and/or Sunday is okay
because that’s part of the commitment made when accepting
a role. Scheduling an audition on a weekend, however, tells us
that even though we’re willing to provide our talent for free to
your project, you still consider your needs to be greater than
ours. So suck it up, and find a way to hold your auditions at a
convenient location, Monday through Friday between the hours
of 9:00 and 5:00. Otherwise, you’ll be casting the bouncer
from your favorite bar. You know, the bald guy who has that
“eyebrow thing” goin’ on.
As a novice filmmaker or as a student filmmaker, the
door to using professional actors isn’t closed, and the sooner
you learn how to interact with professionals on a professional
basis, the farther ahead you’ll be when it’s time to get out there
and start making a buck.
Besides being a business, good agencies and strong
actors are keenly aware that this is a craft and helping new
talent benefits us all in the long run. At the risk of sounding
saccharine, a lot of us see it as a duty to help out.
“It is really rewarding to know that you’ve had a hand in
helping bring somebody up who’s just getting started,” says
Ham. “A mutual appreciation is established which can endure
throughout a career.”

John Carrico is an actor and voice over artist living and
working in the Denver, CO area.

mail starts overflowing with replies from actors clamoring to

In Andrew Wright’s world, and in the world of mostly
every successful producer and director, talent is of critical
importance.
Unfortunately, filmmakers starting out tend to shy away
from using professional talent for a number of reasons. The
biggest being they think working actors are a luxury beyond

studentfilmmakers

men? How old? Skinny or equatorially challenged? What race/

Overseeing a stable of some 350-actors at the oldest and largest

them.”
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demonstrate that you are an effective communicator.

Saturday morning between 10:30 and 11:30 at a location I’d

April 2009

IT’S A BUSINESS, SO ACT LIKE A
PROFESSIONAL.

be a part of your “most intriguing” production, you’ll need to
have a game plan in place for auditions.
You can include the audition info along with a script or

This means when you approach an agency with hat-in-

sides in your initial e-mail, or wait until you start hearing

hand, you absolutely, positively must be prepared. Your act

from actors. Most actors I know prefer reading some copy and

must be together and your ducks must be in a row. Failing

learning the audition time and date up front, so my advice is to

to do so will result in having a stake swiftly plunged into the

include all that info in the initial e-mail.

April 2009
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Screenwriting
20.) First Theme Success: Show small character arc/

40 Basic

growth change.
21.) Triumph First Plot Success: 1st plot goal

Plot Points

accomplished.

intensity.
40.) Resolution: Who live/dies, gets the girl/guy,
celebration.

22.) Betrayal: Supporting characters or protagonist own
weakness.

for a Feature Film

23.) Big Bad Twist: Unexpected turn of events with new
plot goal.

3 Pages per Plot Point
= 120 Screenplay Pages
= 120 Minutes
by Sherri Sheridan

39.) Climax: Protagonist wins in moment of greatest

24.) Torture/Escape: Protagonist suffers then saved by
new skills.
25.) Defeat: Loses previous triumph with added
suffering.
26.) Reassess Plot Goal: New plot goal direction
How could you show a character having an epiphany in your film?

evaluated.

Sherri

Sheridan

teaches

storytelling

techniques

to

digital filmmakers and animators with her books, classes
and workshops. She’s also the creative director at Minds Eye
Media in San Francisco (www.mindseyemedia.com), where she
directs, produces, animates, writes and designs projects for a
wide range of clients. Sherri is the author of the books, “Maya
2 Character Animation” (New Riders 1999) and “Developing
Digital Short Films” (New Riders / Peachpit / Pearson 2004).
Recently, she created a 20 hour DV workshop based on the
books called, “Writing A Great Script Fast,” available at
www.MyFlik.com.

27.) Restate Theme Goal: Film theme or character arc
growth.
If you’re a screenwriter, or filmmaker writing your own
script to shoot and edit yourself, and need a bit of help to get
your creative juices flowing, here’s something that could really
help you when you’re experiencing temporary writer’s block.
These are 40 basic plot points that you can either work with, or
use to bring in some new ideas for your feature film.
1.)	Hook: Start in the middle of a mess to hook audience
fast.

normal.
3.)	Enter Antagonist: Big entrance showing what they

4.)	Supporting Characters: Different sides of film

what is normal.
10.) Exile: Protagonist leaves familiar world to
accomplish plot goal.
11.) Plot Goals Restated: New plot goal worth leaving

12.) Theme Goals Restated: Use metaphors or fable.
13.) McGuffin: Unforeseen event pushes plot forward.

to do plot goal.
15.) Meet Mentor: Teacher, wizard, godlike force or hero

world revealed.
5.)	Plot Goal Want: Problem arises along with first plot

appears.
16.) Acquire New Tools: New skills, tools or

goal.
6.)	Theme or Theme Goal Defined: Use metaphors or
fable to show film theme or how character needs to
change inside to accomplish plot goal.
Gauntlet: Opposite antagonist goals established.

studentfilmmakers

9.)	Inciting Incident: Event happens that changes

14.) Investigation: Protagonist fumbles around in dark

do best.

14

First Test: Protagonist may fail to show weakness.

home?

2.)	Setup: Introduce characters and show what is

7.)

8.)

April 2009

information given.
17.) Joke: Funny moment to relieve tension.
18.) Foreshadow: Prepare audience for surprise ending.

28.) Mentor Disabled: Protagonist goes forward alone.
29.) Second Joke: Funny or playful moment.
30.) Unique Genre Element: Fresh looking aliens for
sci-fi.
31.) Surrender: Protagonist gives up in face of
impossible odds.
32.) McGuffin: Unexpected event moves plot forward.
33.) New Solution: Unexpected solution is discovered.
34.) Final Confrontation: Fight brewing between
characters occurs.
35.) Death: Protagonist defeated along with supporting
characters.
36.)	Resurrection: Strength gathered for another
confrontation.
37.) Sacrifice: Arm lost, choice over lover or loot.
38.) Revelation: Show protagonist epiphany related to
theme.

19.) Unique Genre Color: Cool new spaceships for sci-fi.

April 2009
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Close-Up

Reviving the Bloody Franchise:

Nispel Appeases Loyal Fans
while Breathing New Life into
Their Gory Classics
Interview with Friday the 13th Director Marcus Nispel
by Scott Essman
Although he’s only 45, Marcus Nispel has been making

Like Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Nispel is going to the original

TV commercials and music videos for 20 years, as he says, “to

root of the material of the first film with Friday the 13th, re-

pay the bills.” But, obviously, Nispel’s heart has been to make

inventing the original myths upon which those legendary

feature films. He burst onto the scene with a revised Texas

horror franchises are based.

Chainsaw Massacre, starring Jessica Biel, in 2003. That
version of the often-filmed tale in sequels and remakes stood
out due to Nispel’s infusion of harsh reality using a washed-out
stylized palette of colors and with most of the work created incamera on set. Now, Nispel is back with another reimagining,
this time, with his take on the Friday the 13th series, where
he is going back to actually remake the original 1980 film.

Why did you decide to take on Friday the 13th, having
already remade a horror classic with Texas Chainsaw
Massacre?
Director Marcus Nispel (center) discusses a scene with Danielle Panabaker (left) and Jared Padalecki (right)
on the set of New Line Cinema’s and Paramount Pictures’ horror film, “Friday the 13th,” a Warner Bros.
Pictures release. Photo by John P. Johnson.

Marcus Nispel: I think it’s an interesting task to revive
the franchises. I enjoy it because watching these types of
movies is a ritual. People know what’s going to happen – the

different stages. They wouldn’t want it any other way. It’s got

director. How far is too far? How little is too little? The story is

a receptive and interested group of fans. You give them what

different.

they want but not what they expect. But you can put twists on
it. There is a lot to be said for remaking something like it. If
you look at the original, that came out after Texas Chainsaw
and Halloween. They had spawned that yarn already. It’s a
similar type of situation. If it was a crime movie or who-done-it,
you wouldn’t want to make it. Here we go back to the original
mythology from the first few movies. It’s going back to the root
of that.
What specific successes are you taking from your
Texas Chainsaw Massacre remake?
(L-R) Julianna Guill as Bree, Danielle Panabaker as
Jenna, and Jared Padalecki as Clay in “Friday the 13th.”
Photo by John P. Johnson.

Chelsea (played by Willa Ford) discovers Jason (Derek Mears)
watching her from the shores of Crystal Lake in New Line
Cinema’s and Paramount Pictures’ horror film “Friday the 13th,” a
Warner Bros. Pictures release. Photo by John P. Johnson
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story?
Marcus Nispel: I read the script, and I liked it a lot. It
was a page turner like Texas. Everybody liked it. We had been
developing it, but no script came in that we liked. Two weeks
before the writer’s strike, a script came in that we liked. After
two weeks, Michael Bay, the writers and three studios all liked
the script. The reason we loved it is there was no development.
We couldn’t change it. When it came in, we just loved it and
couldn’t screw it up. Usually, with a huge franchise, there

Marcus Nispel: There are things you can’t change, but all

would be many rewrites and director changes. It’s rarely like

the rest can be changed – fresh jumps that we come up with.

this. If you overwork it, it comes out bad. Better things happen

What is the ring that holds it all together? You don’t want to

when it’s fresh.

upset the fanboys. In that regard, all remakes are the same.
They have a certain value system that you bring along as a

16

What is exactly is different with this version of the

What was your shooting process on the film?

April 2009
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Close-Up
him – he takes their pretty faces and wears them as his own

Marcus Nispel: In a movie like this, you don’t want

face. In Carrie, it’s a revenge movie. Who didn’t go as a geek to

to have too much in it. When I started going to the movies,

prom night feeling ostracized? Jason’s mythology is a kid that

one of my first big movie experiences was Close Encounters.

was sent to camp and was somewhat off, the camp counselors

Nothing looked like digital effects. If it would have looked

were supposed to look after him, but the kid drowns when the

fake, you would have frowned upon that. Now, there is a whole

counselors are f--king around. And Jason comes back. We are

new generation that grew up with video games. They have a

not making a movie-of-the-week, but there’s a reason why these

much higher tolerance of digital effects. I think unless you

types of characters relate to people in some way. If you just try

do a cartoonish type of movie like The Spirit and 300, I try

to come up with the boogeyman, people might not be interested

to stay away from it. For a suspense movie, where you have

in them. In the first one, where he wasn’t in it, there’s not that

to suspend people’s cynicism, you want to make them believe

much supernatural stuff going on – only in the end where it’s

that it is really happening, [and] a digital effect would ruin

a dream sequence. The monster living and breathing and who

it. Right away, it would lose its value and authenticity of what

could be your neighbor. As exciting as it would be in a sci-fi

it’s trying to be. You deal with fire and dangerous situations,

movie, you know that a supernatural CG monster isn’t real.

but you don’t want it to read like that. Ninety-nine percent of

What were the parameters of the shoot?
Marcus Nispel: Even though we had slightly more money
than Texas Chainsaw, we had fewer days – about four weeks.
We shot in Texas making it look like New Jersey even though
we didn’t have a camp or a lake. We had to figure out how to do

the scene should be real, but one percent of the moment should
be CG. Watching Benjamin Button, ninety-nine percent of all
shots were CG. It’s a real accomplishment, but it’s rare. Plus,
you have little money with this type of movie going in. Am I
going to spend it on special effects, or am I going to spend it on
a great actor? I would like to do a more special effects-based

that. It was a strange and interesting. The difference between
the typical horror movie and this, you don’t have a fly-by-night
horror movie. You do wind up with very talented actors. Your
duty is to find the next Jamie Lee Curtis or Jessica Biel or
Sigourney Weaver. To wind up in a movie of this sort with good
actors, you become the type of director who blends into the
wall – you make good casting decisions, but let them run and
Derek Mears stars as Jason in “Friday the 13th.” Photo by John P. Johnson.

keep things lively. I usually give them three takes max, and
then, we move on so that’s it’s a real experience and nobody

Marcus Nispel: My cinematographer was the DP from the

and it’s easier without all of that blood. Without even trying,

original Texas Chainsaw Massacre [Daniel Pearl, ASC]. It was

you end up with something much more sophisticated. We don’t

a much more calculated effort. We had as many days and hours

have that much blood in my movies. In the originals, they have

as the original. At then end of the day, you have the same type

less blood than a CSI episode. There’s no gore in the first Texas

of crew and days to get it done. What you look at as a director

Chainsaw. It’s a trick.

is how much time you have to do the damage. Most likely, if
you had more time, it wouldn’t be right. I saw the directors’
commentary from John Carpenter. Halloween was redone so
many times, and every time that they tried to better it, with
more effects and cinematography, [but] that’s exactly where it
failed. Most likely, having less is for the better – having to be
inventive is much better.

How did you re-approach the character of Jason?
Marcus Nispel: I broke it up by kills. That’s definitely
there. I’d like to believe so. He’s obviously a killer. The writers
never refer to Jason this way. They refer to him as the antihero. The antagonist is always the a--hole who gives everybody
trouble in the group of young kids. The monster is a guy who

Is there a good deal of gore effects like with Tom
Savini in the original Friday the 13th?

finds our sympathy somehow. I think a lot of the fanboys
who like these kind of movies like the killer. Rob Zombie
is interested in the kids. Usually, the killer is wronged in

Marcus Nispel: We have very little. Every time you put

some way by the preppies and yuppies and beauty queens. I

blood on them, they have to do a wardrobe change. You stop

always identify with the killer. In Texas, Leatherface’s face

doing it. We do it later with CG. At the end, you cut it together,

was messed up, so these beauty queens who used to heckle

18
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gets too comfortable. You want to keep it acute and immediate,
and good things come out of that.

Photography t Filmmaking t Multimedia
Destinations t College Programs

Do you generally like to use the same crew members
from film to film, and on this film as well?
Marcus Nispel: Because we wound up back in Austin, a
lot of the crew members were the same. They have the same
task: almost 40-50 setups per day. For one thing, you have half
the days of most movies. You have much less days, so you have
to work much faster. I like a lot of detail and choices for the
editors. I don’t like a shoot day where people sit around. You
want it to be a muscular experience. If I did a movie like The
Ring, it would be different. You want to have your angles for
the kills. You set up the suspense shots.
How much work did you do with visual effects on the
film?
3PDLQPSU .BJOFttoll-free 877.577.7700 international 207.236.8581tJOGP!UIFXPSLTIPQTDPN
Maine Media Workshops does not discriminate on the basis of age, race, color, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, religion, creed, ancestry, national and ethnic origin, physical or mental handicap.
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Close-Up

Tell
Your

Jason (Derek Mears, right) crashes through a window
and grabs Clay (Jared Padalecki, left) in New Line
Cinema’s and Paramount Pictures’ horror film “Friday
the 13th,” a Warner Bros. Pictures release. Photo by
John P. Johnson

Bree (Julianna Guill) suspects something is wrong
as Jason (Derek Mears) lurks in the background in
New Line Cinema’s and Paramount Pictures’ horror
film “Friday the 13th,” a Warner Bros. Pictures
release. Photo by John P. Johnson

Story
LEARN FILMMAKING IN

THE HEART OF HOLLYWOOD
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movie. I worked for an optical house, but I never got a chance
to use it.

What happened to your movie remake of Frankenstein
that was a TV pilot?

What future movies would you like to make?
Marcus Nispel: I wanted to do 1001 Arabian Nights or
The Thief of Baghdad. It gets suspicious if you do too many
horrors. To do a movie of this sort [Friday the 13th] where
people jump out of their seats, it’s a perfect vehicle for that.
You want to satisfy yourself on a different level. I’d like to do
a thriller next. It all depends on the next script that comes
through the door. When I grew up in Germany, movies would
come out in America and we would know about them, but for
a whole year, we wouldn’t get to see them. We were so hyped
by the time the movie came out, we had played the movie in
the sandbox and in the tree house. I’m interested in characters
that trigger that, like [in] Conan and Star Wars. Something
that really winds up in your DNA. To deal with that type of
character would be fun. I get scripts all the time, but the big
scripts go to the big directors. To do something decent, it would
be winning the lottery to get the super great script. You don’t

Marcus Nispel: Dean Koontz and Martin Scorsese
and me. But it was top heavy for a TV show. I’ve never seen
anything dark done for TV. You sit in a movie theater and
it’s suspenseful. The crinkling of a bag could take you out of

5IFFYQFSJFODFTUIBUIBWF
TIBQFEZPVSMJGF
5IFTFBSFZPVSTUPSJFT BOEZPV
XBOUUPTIBSFUIFN8FDBO
HJWFZPVIFLOPXMFEHFBOE

a suspenseful movie. On TV, it’s always about urgency and

FYQFSJFODFZPVMMOFFEUPUFMM

dialogue. That’s the reason. You can have a law show or a

UIFNUIFXBZZPVWFJNBHJOFE

sitcom… the moment you try to do suspense, it’s tough to do in
that medium.

:PVSTUPSZTUBSUTIFSF

How does your work go over in Germany?
Marcus Nispel: That’s the country where I seem to sell
the least. An R-Rated movie in Germany can only be shown
after midnight. The original Texas was declared as illegal. I
couldn’t get it on video. In the other European countries, my
movies work well.
What do you think is next for you?

want to get James Cameron’s leftovers. You always develop

Marcus Nispel: Immaculate Conception – it is ostensibly a

something. To develop something from scratch could take

Rosemary’s Baby – a girl gets pregnant and doesn’t know how.

years. The great thing with the remakes is that it goes through

She feels everybody is against her and something is going on.

the system much quicker. Pathfinder was my concept all the

Just when you feel you know where it’s going at the end of the

way through, but it’s a tough market to compete. You’ve got to

first act, with a demon seed, you realize that it’s a DNA cloned

come flying out of the gate.

body of Christ. A religious war is being fought over it. It’s more
like a thriller or a Marathon Man.

{ Hollywood, CA }

$PMMFHFPG

FILM + GAMES + ANIMATION

LAFILM.EDU
877.952.3456
6363 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90028
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Close-Up

Slumdog Millionaire’s
Oscar Winner Chris Dickens
When suddenly confronted with
new tech gear and culture shock,
Dickens relies on his solid skills
as an editor to win big.
by Scott Essman

“Brilliant – it’s
everything you can ever
wish for and imagine,”
editor Chris Dickens
described of his Oscarwinning experience for
Slumdog Millionaire. “It’s
not something you think
about every day when you
are editing the film.”

the beginning as I wanted him to think

for a couple of days to do that. These

the best of me. You want to put your best

were broad strokes to try all the options.

foot forward.”

We didn’t do that much fine cutting in

Dickens spent nearly 11 months
on the project. First, for ultimate
verisimilitude,

to

create

the process as we were going along.”
Once Dickens would go back to fine

Slumdog

cut, Boyle and he would screen the film

Millionaire on actual locations, the

with the writer and producer as well.

company left for India to start filming

“We would discuss things, and it was

October 2007 for four months. At the

a quite a group effort,” said Dickens. “I

tail end, the film was first screened

think the main thing for me was actually

in September 2008 at the festival in

being in Bombay during the shoot and

Telluride, but the film hadn’t yet been

being involved in it and getting to know

finished grading at that point.

the people there.”

As Dickens had never before worked
with director Danny Boyle, a smooth

During the Mumbai (Bombay), India

As Boyle brought a select few people

experience was all that the editor wished

shoot, Boyle was not in the editing room

from England to India, there were

for at first. “He had seen [my work in]

that much, but he was watching cut

cultural adjustments. “You had to get

Hot Fuzz and Shaun of the Dead,”

sequences every day. “He would want

to know how things worked there and

Dickens said of eclectic director Boyle.

to see sequences all the time to see if

the way that dailies were and how the

“I imagine that he looked for something

he needed to shoot any more,” Dickens

people operate,” Dickens stated. “The

quite pacey like those. He offered me the

explained.

some

English are a little bit reserved, but

job immediately. When you first start

sequences. Later on when we got to the

Indian people are much more direct — I

working with someone new, you have to

director’s cut, what he would do is screen

had to adjust.”

get used to it. I worked a lot harder at

the film once or twice a week and make

“He

often

revised

notes and talk it through. He’d leave me
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Another point of cultural difference

detailed. “That was the real battle in the

Freelance writer and video producer

was the pace of operations in India. “We

edit. We were doing that all the time, but

Scott Essman’s books and DVDs about

expect things to happen in a certain

it literally came together in the last two-

special effects in Hollywood motion

timetable as in Europe or London,

three weeks. We cut a few parts of the

pictures are all available under his

but they don’t happen like that there,”

story that had always been in but we had

name at Amazon.com. Since the mid-

Dickens remarked. “We were using quite

never thought about chopping them. We

1980s, Scott has been writing and

a lot of new technology. We had quite

cut a [Millionaire] question and answer.

producing projects about motion picture

a lot of learning to do via the digital

We took liberties with the show.”

craftsmanship.

cameras we were using, and getting the
workflow that suited us.”

One storyline that was removed
from the film involved a key element,

After principal photography, Dickens

with one part finally left in due to

relied on the script as his bible even

dramatic necessity. “At the end of the

though he had some flexibility. “The

film, he sat by a statue and that statue

script was very good and locked down

was the answer to one of the questions,”

in most places, but there were a lot of

Dickens revealed. “The train station

options,” he said. “I needed to edit all

was a recurring place in his memory.

the sequences, and get familiar with

We planted that earlier in the film, but

everything he shot. If we wanted to re-

it didn’t quite work. It was confusing,

order it, I knew what we had – like a kit

but in taking that out and that question

of parts. I knew what we had to call on

out, we simplified it early on. We ended

to make things work. I suppose it was

up with 30 minutes of [such] additional

a little more free than what we would

scenes which will be DVD extras. With

expect. Your script is your guiding light

this particular film it is interesting what

– your bible: if it works good, and if not,

got cut and what stayed in. You make

you start adjusting everything to make

those decisions at the time, and the film

it all work.”

felt right at the length it is – you have

Throughout the process, Boyle gave
Dickens due latitude. “He said to do
apart, and then start fine cutting it. One

for the script and his ability as an editor

of the big challenges was that my first

to bring many ideas to the finished film,

cut was about three-and-a-half hours.

though his task was daunting. “Danny

On the page, the Who Wants to Be a

shoots a lot – always interesting ideas

Millionaire show didn’t occupy much

that he was trying,” Dickens commented.

space, but in the show, it occupied a lot.”

“He is always very amenable and pretty

show and the main character’s past
memories was a key challenge in both
the writing and the editing of the film.
“We had memories coming in and out
at

times,

overlapping

the

different

published

has produced over twenty publicity
projects for Universal Studios Home
Entertainment where he made video
documentaries

and

wrote

publicity

materials. He published his first book,
“Freelance Writing for Hollywood,” for
Michael Wiese in 2000, and has a book
about Tim Burton due in 2009.

hard decisions.”
In retrospect, Dickens noted his love

out of the Who Wants to Be a Millionaire

has

to be hard on yourself and make those

what I think,” Dickens said. “You pull it

To keep the story flowing into and

He

over 350 articles as a freelancer and

open to work with. He seems to have a
knack for getting the best work out of
you. He’s not pushing you all the time;
he is nurturing and pulling the best
work out of me. At the end, I felt like I
really contributed a lot to the film as
opposed to being dictated to.”

sequences and different parts of the
story, making them feel like one,” he
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Music & Sound

Four Track Recording Muscle

been the perfect item to capture audio. Scenes involving my

Never Underestimate the Power of 4-Tracks to Capture

flexibility as possible.

What You Need

“comb filtering.” This is a phenomenon where two mics

by Bryant Falk

source can actually cancel out the source audio creating a

Dan Seeley lighting for close up shot.

lead, the arch-villain, and damsel in distress could have
been easily recorded on independent tracks keeping as much

An issue often overlooked when working on audio is
recording the same audio but at different distances from the
think sounding track. Keeping each mic on its own track
allows you to easily slide one of the mic tracks (in post) so
the filtering is accounted for. This is an oversimplification,
but needless to say, having separate tracks allows you the
ability to easily remedy this problem.
So the next time you’re working on a project, think about
how four tracks can capture your project. It’s just the right
number to achieve much while keeping a compact and cost
effective audio rig.
All photos taken by Bryant Falk.

Bryant Falk has been a producer and engineer for
over 12 years working with such clients as The Ricki Lake
Show, Coca-Cola, Sports Illustrated, Valley National
Nathan Manley busy prepping
ME66 shotgun.

Talent Bruce Kronenberg getting final touches on makeup.

Bank, and MTV’s The Shop. His company Abacus Audio
(www.abacusaudio.com) handles many aspects of the audio
production field from creative and production to mixing and
final output.

When recording audio on location, never underestimate the

Think of the many scenes you’ve watched in movies or on

power of four tracks to capture what you need. Eight tracks,

television. Most of the time, they involve no more than two

although flexible, tend to be cost prohibitive and require quite

people. One talks, then the other. Two lav mics and a boom

a bit more hardware.

would be perfect to capture the audio of that scene, (three

Four tracks are historically known as the original track
count for multi-track recording. With Les Paul and Ampex being
known as the creators of the modern four track recorder, this
quickly became the de-facto standard for producing albums.

tracks). Or maybe it’s two couples, and that’s either four lav
mics, or two lavs, and two boom mics, (lav’s for the principle
dialogue). Many combinations can be achieved with four tracks
that allow for much more flexibility in the editing suite.

This count number also allows much flexibility for sound on

Now submixing is also another option not to be ignored

location as well. Of course, the advantage today is that four

on location. For example, in our “two couples” scene, we could

tracks can be captured on a recorder the size of a small game

submix our four lav mics to two tracks, and then, use two

console. Roland recently released their new affordable Edirol

boom mics for each couple. This makes good use of our four

R-4 Pro. This is a four track hard disk recorder complete with

independent audio tracks.

4 XLR phantom mic inputs. A popular four track recorder like
the TEAC 2340 from the 70’s was as large as a microwave
oven!
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Director Don Hooper and crew getting ready for shoot.

While working on a new spy comedy short called, Spytime,
I often found occasions where a four track recorder would have
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The Selection and Use of Shotgun
Microphones on the Set
Utilize the Hierarchy of Microphone
Techniques

chest cavity along with hearing more

that the mic can be brought close to the

to make it obvious in the camera

bass reflections from the ground.

subject even when the camera isn’t.

viewfinder. Better for the operator to

Be

careful,

camera

I often tell novice boom operators

operators are not as accustomed to

that they aren’t doing their job properly

maintaining a strict lower frame line as

if the camera operator fails to complain

they are at watching their headroom, so

that the mic is in the frame (during

the mic tends to pop into the shot more

rehearsal). Every inch closer that the

frequently.

mic can be to the subject will improve the

Another

as

important

many

consideration

when booming is not just the angle of the
mic but the distance. Shotgun mics are
not designed to be used (for broadcast

by Fred Ginsburg C.A.S. Ph.D. MBKS

quality sound) at much more than a
few feet. One of the great advantages of

When a production sound mixer
eyeballs a scene, we strategize how we

not pick up the other sound textures in

background. Everything appears to be

using the mic on a fishpole, as opposed

the scene.

closer together than they physically are.

to being attached atop a camera, is

game plan to follow as we evaluate the
blocking of the shot. This “Hierarchy of
Microphone Techniques” consists of the
following:

Another

overhead

The same sort of spatial compression

shotgun miking is that it is much easier

takes place with microphones. The voice

to

multiple

of the subject will sound closer, but any

actors in the scene. Two-shots, three-

noise in the background will also be

shots, no problem. When I used to mix

magnified.

capture

advantage
dialogue

of
from

episodes from a police drama, it was not

(1.) Overhead boom.

uncommon for the camera to pan across

(2.) Boom from underneath.
(3.) Boom mics as plant mics.
(4.) Lavalier mics as plant mics.
(5.) Lavalier mics as body mics.
(6.) Lavalier mics, wireless.
Overhead miking from a fishpole
(or studio boom) is the most favored
technique for film/video production and
is the best choice most of the time.
Using a boom mic yields realistic
perspective; and a natural blend of
dialogue and sound effects (footsteps,
hand prop noise, etc.) In contrast, bodyworn lavaliers only provide a constant
perspective (close-up sound) and may

higher than it absolutely needs to be if
you want to control echo and background
noise. Several inches to a foot over the
top of talent’s head is ideal; up to a few
feet overhead is okay depending on the
situation.
Place a thin strip of white tape on
the tip of your boom mic’s windscreen

are going to capture all of the ensuing
dialogue. In our head, there is a basic

quality of the sound. Never fly the mic

a squad room full of officers. But with
just one (sometimes two) boom mics, we
could cover over twenty cast members!
The

operational

word

here

notice it on the set than for the editor to
discover it lurking in the frame during
screenings! To achieve the closest mic
placement, always begin with the mic
clearly visible in the frame, and then
move it outward gradually until it clears
the viewfinder. Had you started with
the mic placed way out of frame, and
gradually moved closer – the camera
operator would probably have panicked
and instructed you to stop way far above
the frameline.
Some

camera

operators

confuse

width with height. A wide-angle lens
means wide from left to right; it doesn’t
mean that they have to reveal several

Therefore, the key to isolating voice
without background noise is to create
a line of sight with the microphone
that sees the voice but does not see the
background!

is

“overhead”. Why?

To put this in cowboy talk, aim the
mic from ABOVE the subject so that

There is a tendency for filmmakers to

the mic points DOWNWARD. The line

rely too heavily on their camera mounted

of sight reaches from the front of the

shotgun mics rather than separately

mic, to the mouth, and then towards the

mounted boom mics. Obviously, having

ground. Background noise and ambiance

a microphone on the camera is more

will strike the sides of the microphone

convenient. But our objective in the field

(which is the maximum rejection angle)

is not convenience, but obtaining the

rather than striking the mic along its

highest quality sound possible!

most sensitive front axis.

Think of your shotgun microphone as

In the event that it is impossible to

a telephoto camera lens. A long lens will

mike from above, the next best option

isolate and magnify a distant subject,

is to mike from below, so that the line

but at the same time it will compress the

of sight terminates with sky. Miking

perceived distance between subject and

upwards tends to emphasize bass a bit
more, since the mic is seeing more of the
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feet of air above the talent’s head. A

there is a distinct difference between

person walking up to the camera should

used as handheld performance mics and

gunshots that leave your ears ringing

simple tilt-down of the lens will correct

“distant” shots and “wide shots”.

not be walking away from the boom mic.

reporter’s mics.

only sound like dull pops on video.

excessive headroom in the composition

The distance between microphone

I should point out, though, that when

A dynamic mic deployed close to the

and subject should agree with the

we do advanced miking, we often deploy

mouth will reject all but the loudest

microphones is that they have very

take

distance to the screen or camera. In a

secondary “plant mics” that actually may

background noise, making them ideal for

poor reach in terms of distance when it

advantage of the on-axis (live) and off-

distant shot, it is natural for the voice to

be facing talent as they walk away from

stand-up reporting (where the mic can be

comes to dialogue. They are pretty much

axis (deader) angles of your mics. Most

sound farther away and for there to be a

the camera. Audio from those mics are

seen on camera) or narration recording

useless on a boom or fishpole.

shotgun mics are very much on-axis at

greater presence of ambiance. Close-up

carefully blended in so that the “away”

(to eliminate as much background as

the front (say, twelve o’clock), and taper

angles should consist of more voice and

dialogue is clear and audible, but subtle

possible).

off towards the back (six o’clock). But at

less background.

enough to be consistent with the illusion

when using a wide angle lens!
Learn

to

recognize

and

exactly six o’clock, there is an increase
of sensitivity! In other words, the back of

Be careful that when the camera

of perspective.

The

downside

to

dynamic

Here’s a tip: When filming an actor
who is pretending to be a performer and

Dynamic mics tend to naturally

will be seen using a handheld mic, it is

compress loud noises, making them

much safer to consider the hand mic as

merely changes its angle, that you

To balance a strong voice against

a good choice for recording explosive

merely a stage prop and to mic the actor

maintain the same dialogue volume for

a weak voice, use your mic angle and

and crashing sound effects. A loud

with a boom or lavalier. Actors in those

your actors. Close-ups should NOT sound

placement rather than riding gain

sound effect, unless carefully recorded,

situations tend to gesture wildly with

louder than medium shots! Just because

(volume) on your mixer/recorder. Let the

will tend to be “blown” right off of the

the mic, making your chances of getting

the boom mic can get closer to the actor

strong voice strike the mic slightly off-

recording tape, which is why real

good dialogue quite slim.

So to decrease a source of noise, you

when you shoot the close-up, the mixer

axis and/or from a little more distance

would not want the mic facing directly

should reduce the volume settings to

than the softer speaking actor. This

away from it, as that would only serve

compensate. The key difference between

will balance the relative volume of both

to put the noise at the live spot in the

the sound of a close-up versus the sound

people without having the background

back. Instead, angle the mic so that the

of a wider (medium) shot is that close-

noise continually changing during the

noise source strikes slightly to the side

ups are mostly voice with minimal

shot.

and rear.

background; and wider shots are a blend

the mic does not offer the most rejection
to background noise. The most rejection
occurs around four o’clock and eight
o’clock respectively.

When deploying your mic overhead,
keep these angles in mind. Often it is
better to compromise the angle of the

of voice with some background. But
the volume of the voice remains fairly
consistent.

voice (slightly) in order to keep heavy

If, however, an actor walks away

background noise to a minimum. Any

from the camera (creates more distance

angle of the mic should be consistent

from the audience), it would be natural

with the source of the worst noise.

for the volume to taper off.

For instance, a person talking on the
sidewalk would put the mic overhead,
but cheated towards the buildings and
away from traffic — even if the camera
changes shot angles.

Angle of motion is very important
in terms of maintaining perspective. A
person walking away from the camera
should not be moving towards the
microphone, nor vice versa! Novice boom

Similarly, a subject walking along

operators are notorious for perching

the edge of the surf on a beach should

themselves in a safe spot out of the

have the mic facing inland, not out

frame (such as a step ladder off to the

towards the noisy surf.

side of the set) that places the mic in a

Another important factor to pay
attention to is “perspective”. What the

position not consistent with the direction
of travel relative to the lens.

audience sees should more or less agree

A person with their back to camera

with what the audience hears. Note that

should not be facing the boom mic. A
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Let’s

examine

the

types

of

microphones we have to choose from.
Microphones can be defined by two

The
of

next

most

microphones

condensers.
microphones

are

sensitive
the

Electret
are

like

group

electret
condenser
electric

typewriters. These microphones operate
off of a nominal voltage (usually 1.5
volts) which is derived from an internal
battery such as an AA or button battery.
The voltage that creates the audio signal
comes from the battery (as opposed
to being generated from scratch, as
in the case of dynamics). The relative
sound levels control the capacitance,
discharging voltage according to what
the mic hears. Almost think of it like
a meter that measures the sound, and
releases a signal accordingly.

Never Stop Learning,
Never Stop Networking.

sets of parameters: sensitivity and
pattern.
In terms of sensitivity, there are
three main classes that a microphone
can fall into.
Dynamic: Think of a dynamic
microphone as a manual typewriter.
The harder that your finger hits the
key, the stronger the imprint. With a
dynamic mic, the pressure of the sound
waves moving the diaphragm actually
generates electrical current (which is
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insensitive

to

background

noise (or feedback) and are commonly
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Electret condenser mics offer much

Condenser

shotgun

expensive

classify shotgun mics is by the pickup

are

and include what is commonly referred

than ENG mics, but are worth the

to as “ENG” grade shotgun mics as well

extra expense. Their superior range

as most lavaliers. They are nicknamed

and quality make them the standard

for their popular role in news gathering.

for feature film production, episodic

mics are often advertised as “video

more

The other parameter by which we

more sensitivity (range) than dynamics,

Good electret condenser shotgun

considerably

microphones

television, commercials, and other major
production.

pattern.

especially if you are fighting a lot of

of ScotchGuard spray. Extreme rain

background noise.

(or fire fighting) would call for a thin

unexpected

and low budget filmmakers. Make sure

and plug directly into the MIC INPUT

between interviewer and subject.

that you purchase a balanced XLR mic;

of a mixer/recorder. Electret condenser

avoid the prosumer models that only

mics are self-powered (by an internal

have unbalanced mini connectors.

battery) and also plug directly into the

manual

and

electic

typewriters, then think of electronic
word processors.
Condenser shotgun mics are the most
range for Production. Condenser mics
require external powering such as
12volt T or 48volt Phantom, which can
be supplied by an accessory battery
power supply plugged in line between
the microphone and the mixer/recorder.
Most mixing panels, digital recorders,
better

camcorders

offer

XLR

mic connections with 48v Phantom
powering.
Consumer

a mic can work from Phantom power
does NOT make it a true condenser
microphone.

sensitive and offer the greatest working

and

matter of convenience. Just because

Condenser mics require external
powering, which can be derived from the
recorder/mixer, OR a battery powered
48vPhantom supply located anywhere
along the mic cable path. For instance,
the mic connects to a regular XLR cable,
that cable plugs into the power supply,
and then another short cable connects
the power supply to the MIC INPUT of
the recorder.
In the instance that a microphone

units,

equipped

only

with mini connectors, do NOT provide
Phantom powering. What those devices
refer to as “remote mic powering” is
merely a couple of volts intended to power
the (manufacturer’s own) inexpensive
electret condenser stick mics via the
mini connector.

does not require power at all (dynamic),
or if the mic works off an internal battery
(electret condenser), or an external
48vPhantom power supply is used inline
– then do not use the 48vPhantom
powering option found on the portable
recorder/camcorder. Note that leaving
the remote power setting ON will not
hurt the mic, but is a waste of battery

longer and may bump a low ceiling; (2)

places and at different angles in order

do not require any external powering,

represent

wind and diffuse it upon impact.
To guard against rain, use lots

decent “short shotgun” for videographers

type. If the other classes of microphones

on interiors is: (1) they are physically

you can move the mic closer to talent;

interviews, since this allows for the

powering instead of a battery, as a

on

furry windsock will help to disperse the

they could end up being worn in different

people. As stated before, dynamic mics

mics CAN be powered by Phantom

the very sensitive condenser mics, a

better results will always be had if

major microphone manufacturers offer a

microphones are the true condenser

increased overhead range and headroom

lavaliers are omni, which is good since

mics are also preferred for handheld

professional

of echo. They offer the advantage of

gives almost twice the protection. On

depending on the situation. Of course,

which is an area very confusing to many

of

blimp (but still leaving some airspace)

equally well in all directions. Most

hundred dollars on up. Most of the

class

stuff to look at or action to cover.

deployed up to 8 or 9 feet overhead,

to accommodate clothing styles. Omni

third

or sound stage is very large and free

Omnidirectional refers to hearing

A note here on microphone powering,

The

a thin foam windscreen inside of the

Long shotguns can be successfully

mics” and range in price from a couple

MIC INPUT. Some electret condenser

frames, since there is more interesting

overlapping

of

dialogue

Cardioid pattern literally means
heart shaped, and refers to microphones
that are more directional from the front.

Although long shotguns tend to
exaggerate echo in a confined room, that
is normally not a consideration outdoors.
Instead, ambient noise is generally the
problem, and the long shotguns do the
best job of defending against it.
Always used a blimp windscreen on

Hypercardioid or supercardioid are

your long shotguns to guard against

considerably directional. This group

“contact” wind noise (wind striking the

includes what are known as “short

microphone element). I find that using

wide

shots.

Their

disadvantage

they must be precisely cued or aimed
because of their narrow pattern [to cover
two actors requires a very good boom
operator]; and (3) long shotguns will

condom over the mic itself, as well as a

exaggerate room echo.

rainhat over the blimp made from what
we call “hogs hair” or “rubberized hair”.

Interior locations are usually better

Hogs hair is a thicket type material that

off being miked with a short shotgun.

will break up the raindrops and prevent

The short shotgun features a slightly

the pitter patter sound of them striking

wider pattern and slightly less range,

the windscreen, roof of a vehicle, or roof

but does not exaggerate the room echo as

of a recording stage.

much. The wider pattern and physically
shorter length of theses mics facilitates

Long shotguns may also be used on

use with lower ceilings, especially when

some interiors, providing that the room

it comes to covering multiple actors.

shotguns”.
Ultra-directional means extremely
directional, such as full or long shotgun
mics.
So which mic to use?
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The rule of thumb is that the more
directional the microphone, the greater
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the front reach (and better side noise
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echo in a small room. Therefore, reach
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you need and the mellowness you would
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most exterior shots, since theses mics
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are characterized by long reach and very
narrow pick-up. The narrow field of view
helps to control background noise if the
mic is deployed overhead. The greater
range helps because exterior shots are
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very often much wider than interior
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Condenser

short

shotguns

can

be

voice track, are favored for close-ups and

Because there are often multiple mics

deployed indoors up to 5 feet above the

medium close-ups where the overhead

in use on a set (boom, plant, lavalier,

actors (though 2 to 3 feet is better).

mic will not be more than two feet

wireless) -- the boom operator should be

overhead. Their wide pickup patterns

monitoring the entire mix (not just the

make them unsuited for long reach; the

boom mic). The boom operator needs to

dialogue would be too thin compared

be aware of any phasing problems that

to room ambiance. But deployed at

would be created by two mics picking

relatively short distances (under two

up the same actor at the same time. If

feet), they do an amazing job of removing

the boom person can only hear the boom

echo.

Indoors, all short shotgun mics should
always be used with a foam windscreen.
Out of doors, a blimp windscreen or a
furry style slip-on windscreen should be
used.
In a pinch, simply wrap a few layers
of cheesecloth over the foam windscreen,
and then cover in a tube-style sweat
sock. It works.
Any shotgun mic should always be
used in a good shockmount to eliminate
handling

noise

and

vibration.

The

plastic mic clamps that come in the box
should stay in the box! Any good shotgun
mic requires some sort of isolating
suspension.

Perfect

for

small

microphone, he or she would remain
unaware of the fact that another mic

Not to mention spartan offices, marbled

(such as a lavalier or plant mic) could

lobbies, and gymnasiums.

be in play. The boom person would end

One final point. Make sure that
the boom operator can HEAR the
soundtrack! In order to properly position
a mic both in terms of distance and
angle, the boom person must be able
to listen to what is being picked up.
Provide a headphone feed either via a
wireless (assistive listening) rig or with

In addition to the long shotgun and
short shotgun, Hollywood has begun
using a third type of microphone in
its quest for perfect dialogue. Some
condenser cardioid microphones have
become popular for their ability to
reduce or even eliminate echo in a small
room or set!
These

bathrooms,

kitchens, and hard-walled living rooms.

“wide

pickup

angle”

full

condenser cardioid mics yield a very rich

up over-compensating and trying to
capture too much of the scene, unaware
that some of the dialogue was covered by
other mics. Unless the boom mic were
on its own separate audio track, the
resulting audio would be very hollow and
reverberant due to the conflict of having
two open mics hearing the same audio.

a long headphone extension cable taped
to the mic cable.

Fred Ginsburg, C.A.S., Ph.D., MBKS

On professional sets, we utilize a

is a specialist in production sound

special mic cable (known as a “duplex

recording for motion pictures and video.

cable” or “boom cable”) that combines an

His background includes nearly two

XLR microphone cable with a headphone

decades as a sound mixer on feature films,

cable in one housing. This cable conveys

episodic television, commercials, as well

the audio signal from the mic to the

as corporate and government. Author

mixing board while sending a headphone

of over one hundred technical articles

feed back to the boom person.

and one textbook, Fred is currently an
Adjunct Professor at California State
University Northridge, and has lectured
and instructed workshops about location

Filmmakers Motion Picture Production Forums
at http://www.studentfilmmakers.com/bb/

sound recording at universities, studios,
law

enforcement,

and

production

facilities across the United States and

Join the discussions or Post your own topics

internationally. When not involved in
filmmaking, Fred’s passion for shotguns
extends to the 12 gauge variety, where
he dons historically correct Western
attire and competes in the sport of
Cowboy Action Shooting.
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Props & FX Makeup
Age Stipple

Recipes for Special
Makeup Effects
Create Simple Effects
That Will Look Great on Camera

If you’d like to try your hand at something a little different
than simply stretching the skin and stippling on latex (this is
especially good for actors who are allergic to latex), here are a
few recipes you can try for a little variety in your repertoire.
Premiere Products’ Green Marble SēLr is one way to
approach a subtle aging, but to achieve the finished result also
requires subtle painting. You must use the Green Marble SēLr
concentrate and not the spray to create the aging material.
Added to the Green Marble SēLr is Attagel, a very fine clay
powder used as a thixotropic agent in many cosmetics. The
ratio is as follows.

by Todd Debreceni

Ratio (in ounces) of Attagel to Green Marble SēLr:

The economy may be swirling around the toilet bowl, but I

In past articles, I’ve talked about a number of different

think this is really a terrific time to be an artist. The US Bureau

makeup effects; what you need in your kit, and various tips

of Labor Statistics lists theatrical makeup artists at #7 of the

and tricks for creating simple makeup effects on the spur of the

top 10 job growth fields in the US (2006-2016). Positions are

moment. I’ve even told you how to make bondo using Pros-Aide

• 1 oz. to 3 oz. heavy ager on most skin types

Subtle aging with stipple

• 1 oz. to 4 oz. medium-heavy ager
To remove the ager, the best material to use is isopropyl

• 1 oz. to 5 oz. medium-light ager

myristate. Ben Nye sells it under the name Remove-It-All;

expected to grow by 39.8% in the coming years! How can you,

prosthetic adhesive for creating cool 3D transfers. But what

the aspiring makeup artist take maximum advantage of this

about some recipes for creating other simple makeup effects

• 1 oz. to 6 oz. light ager on most skin types

information?

that will look great on camera? It’s often not enough to be able

A 1:6 Attagel:Green Marble SēLr ratio will work as a fine-

Technology has gotten to a place now where someone with
even a modicum of computer skills can navigate the Internet

apply a makeup, but to be able to make the materials you’ll use
for applying that makeup as well.

and learn practically anything about anything. That has
got to be making the brick and mortar schools a bit nervous.
When you can go online to websites and become experts in the

Premiere Products (PPI) sells it as IPM in a gel form. Either
form is terrific.

line wrinkle texture when used very lightly. Without affecting

Pros-Ager (the name is my invention, the formula belongs

large wrinkles, this formula (1:6 ratio) changes the texture

to Richard Corson) is a mixture of Pros-Aide adhesive, acrylic

of the skin, which is excellent for subtle, close-up aging; even

matte medium (I use Liquitex brand liquid), and either pure

in HD. The application process is the same as with latex for

talcum powder or Cab-O-Sil to thicken the mixture slightly.

stretch and stipple.

Too much of either the talc or Cab-O-Sil will cause the material

latest motion graphics software program, for example, or log
onto sites to learn from the gurus, why would anyone spend
thousands of dollars for university classes? The studios that
are hiring (for the most part) don’t care where you gained your
skills or if you even have a degree – they want to know, “Can

Introduction to Lighting for Film & Video.

you do what I need to have done?” I’m sure I’m going to get

- 3-Point Lighting
- Lighting Instruments
- Grip Gear & Tools
- Lighting in Controlled Enviroments
- Lighting in Practical Locations
- Color Correction

some angry email about this.
Of course, the above paragraph is an oversimplification of
the working reality of the business. I think it’s always better to
be able to have hands-on experience and live, one-on-one face

Green Screen Lighting

time with an experienced teacher to really hone your chops
than it is to rely only on books, DVDs or online tutorials for
your education, but the point I’m trying to make is that the
world is literally at your fingertips to learn and grow as an

2 DVD Combo/Package

artist, if you just use a little of your innate creativity and
imagination and explore what’s out there and available to

- Lighting the Green Screen
- Lighting Instruments
- Lighting Confined Spaces
- Interactive Lighting
- Custom Lighting
- Lighting for Generic Backgrounds

Save 15% plus
FREE Shipping
for All US Orders

studentfilmmakers.com/store

you! In the right hands, the Internet is really a magnificent
resource and reference tool.
Simple latex wrinkle stipple
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Props & FX Makeup
to remain white after it dries, which you don’t want. You want

the pH of the latex and cause it to curdle. Add the water

the material to dry relatively transparent so it can be used over

1 tablespoon at a time, stirring after each, until the

set foundation makeup for a more natural aging technique.

mixture is smooth.

Mix the Pros-Aide and matte medium 1:1 by volume.
Thinner mixtures will result in finer wrinkles, whereas thicker
mixtures will produce thicker, deeper wrinkles. Because ProsAide is part of the mix, it will dry somewhat sticky, so it will
need to be powdered.
Many years ago, legendary makeup effects pioneer Dick
Smith created a latex stipple formula that is still used today;
at one time or another, almost everyone in the industry has
used it. It’s a mixture of high-grade foam latex base, pure talc,

3. S
 train the latex through tulle or cheesecloth to remove
lumps.
4. S
 lowly add the dissolved powder mixture to the latex,
stirring quickly to avoid lumps.
5. P
 our the mixture into 2oz or 3oz jars (plastic or glass);
label them, including the date.

Medium recipe:

pulverized cake makeup foundation, gelatin and water. Yum!

1. Combine the light recipe with either 60 grams of acrylic

Here’s the recipe from Richard Corson and James Glavan’s

gel medium, or 50 grams of gel medium and 3 tablespoons

book Stage Makeup:

of Cab-O-Sil.

• 90 grams (100 ml) foam latex base
• 10 grams (5 tsp.) pure talc U.S.P.
• 6 grams (2 tsp.) loose powdered cake foundation (or
pigmented powder)

2. Stir small amounts of the light stipple into the gel
medium until they are thoroughly mixed.
3. P
 our into small jars and label with the date.

Heavy recipe:

• 2 grams (1/2 tsp.) Knox unflavored gelatin (or 300-bloom
gelatin if you have it)

1. Combine one part medium recipe by volume with one
part Sculpture House Pliatex Casting Filler.

• 32 ml (3 tbsp.) boiling distilled water
• Acrylic gel medium (for medium stipple recipe)
• Pliatex casting filler from Sculpture House (for heavy

2. Pour into jars and label with the date.
These should all be refrigerated after pouring into jars
and sealed. Application of these formulas follows the same
procedures and steps as for regular latex stipple.

stipple)
Once your mixture is prepared, you must store it in a

GREAT CONTENT:
it’s more than what you do, it’s who you are.

Good luck, and happy aging!

If you’re passionate about creating great content, the NAB Show is the
ultimate place to ﬁnd everything necessary to bring your vision to life.
Experience a wealth of hands-on educational opportunities presented
by the producers, directors and cinematographers inﬂuencing today’s
edgiest content.
Visit the unparalleled exhibit ﬂoor to see, touch and test all of the
technologies enabling HD and 3D. Here you will ﬁnd virtually every

refrigerator between uses; because it contains gelatin, it will
need to be heated until it liquefies for application. This recipe
can be modified to create a light wrinkler, medium wrinkler or

Todd Debreceni began his career in entertainment with

heavy wrinkler. When you need something that will have a bit

PBS while in graduate school at the University of Tennessee,

more sticking power, mix 1:1 Pros-Aide adhesive with the foam

and has worked at TBS in Atlanta, and 20th Century-

latex base.

Fox Television, Warner Bros., and Walt Disney Pictures in
productions, and is a recipient of a 2006 Denver Post Ovation

1. Mix talc, powdered foundation and gelatin in small
mixing bowl

Award for makeup. In addition to working in his Aurora studio,
Todd conducts workshops and teaches at several Denver-area

co
on
Use stering
i
g
e
r

schools. His new book, “Special Makeup Effects for Stage

2. Add 3tbsp boiling distilled water to the powders – be
sure to use distilled water; some tap water will change

and Screen: Making and Applying Prosthetics” has just been
released by Focal Press.

From big screen to small screen to no screen and beyond, professionals
with creative passion come to the NAB Show to exchange solutions
and strategies for developing award-winning content for local, national
and global audiences. Join the community that shares your passion for
creating excellence. For more information, visit www.nabshow.com.

E
FRE its
ib
Exhsport
Pasde A590 wlihneen

California. Todd has created makeup effects for many theatre

Light recipe:

innovation driving production, editing, animation, gaming, widgets,
social networking and more.

Conferences: April 18–23, 2009 / Exhibits: April 20–23
Las Vegas Convention Center / Las Vegas, Nevada USA

www.nabshow.com
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Submit Your Reel

at www.nabshow.com/submitreel today!

Film Business

Finding Aftermarkets
Is there an Aftermarket for Your Media?
by Vicky Collins
Many filmmakers come into the
craft with a fire in their belly to tell
documentary
organizations

stories

of

making

people
a

and

difference

in the world. There is a wealth of
material in the characters, non-profits
and NGO’s who devote their time to
improving the lot of the poor, the sick,
and the disenfranchised. Although this
work fills the soul, it often does not fill
the pocketbook, and producers find
themselves maxing out their credit cards
and scrounging for money to fund their
passion. At the end of the day, the effort
is always worth it, but there are things
you can consider to make the work more
profitable for you and the organization.
Is there an aftermarket for your media?
Can you produce stories for others with
the material you have accumulated? Can
your blogging, photography and social

networking help draw more attention to

founders

the cause?

Jordan and Devin Hibbard had another

In 2006, my production partners and
I took our first trip to Kampala, Uganda
to do work on behalf of an NGO called
BeadforLife. BeadforLife is an income
generating project where desperately
poor women in the slums of Kampala
make bead jewelry out of recycled paper.
BeadforLife buys the jewelry at fair
market value then sends it to North
America where women have parties in
their home and sell it. The profits return
to Uganda for health care, housing and
education. Since its inception in 2004,
BeadforLife has been very successful
in helping families come out of extreme,
life-threatening poverty.
We had approached the organization
with the proposal to do a documentary,
but once we got to the bottom line,

Torkin

Wakefield,

Ginny

idea. What they really needed were three

Juliette shows her
damaged face from
the acid attack.
Achan Grace in her new home in Friendship Village.

short videos to help them accomplish
BeadforLife’s goals. One was to show
at parties to encourage connection and
bead sales, the next was an overview
video to encourage fundraising, and
the final video was one to get people to
dig into their pockets for school fees for
children. We agreed to do the work for
one third the cost of our documentary
proposal and four of us were off to
Africa. We traveled with two small
format HDV cameras which allowed
us to create network quality audio and
video but would allow us to fly under the
radar without attracting attention.
As you would expect, the time we
spent in Uganda was life altering. What
took our breath away was the generosity

of spirit among people who are among

one stand out from the rest. How would

wanted to tell. BeadforLife had bought

the most impoverished in the world.

we do things differently next time?

land outside of Kampala to create a

Before BeadforLife, many of the women
were working in a rock quarry crushing
stones from morning until night for less
than a dollar a day. Their children were
hungry, sick and uneducated. Many of
them had HIV/AIDS and were survivors
of the brutal civil war up North. But all
of them had hope. They sang and danced
through their poverty and worked hard
to rescue their families from despair.
We

came

home

when once again we headed to Uganda
to do more storytelling for BeadforLife.
This time we were going to produce
about 15 short videos to be used for an
updated website. There was a smaller
budget this time around, so only two
of us traveled. We were there for fewer
days and through a contact found a
local director of photography who said

studentfilmmakers
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that more than anything, the women
wanted a home of their own. Home
ownership is considered a step out of
poverty forever. The beaders saved their
money, and when they had a million
shillings or $685, they could make a
down payment. They spend the next
couple of years paying off their mortgage
by trading beads. Not one defaults on the

character-driven material which more

second camera to cut our costs. Once

than met BeadforLife’s needs. But we

again, we traveled lightly with two

took it a step further. We shared it

HDV cameras, a couple of tripods, audio

with colleagues at NBC Network News.

gear, a small player so we could ingest

Realizing a good story when they see it,

and log, laptops, tapes, batteries, and

NBC Nightly News decided to do a story

accessories, etc. A lot of our gear was

for their “Making A Difference” segment.

rented from a colleague who gave us a

It aired in May of 2007 and 11 million

rate that was one third the cost of the

viewers

week,

local production house. Our goal was

BeadforLife’s website had 60,000 hits.

to not incur any baggage overages, and

Thousands of people signed up to have

miraculously, we spent only $60 extra as

parties and sales grew exponentially. It

we traveled around the world. Traveling

was a tipping point for BeadforLife and

lightly is a must on a small budget, as

Our calculations have been correct.

an “aha” moment for us. How could we

baggage overages can make your costs

We returned to America with two

continue to attract the interest of the

spiral. It also helps you appear to be

opportunities besides the material for

news media with the story of an NGO?

tourists rather than professionals who

BeadforLife. So far, HDNet’s World

Anyone telling the story of non-profits

need to involve customs.

Report has told the story of Friendship

That

first

Besides the beader profile videos for
the website, there was another story we

38

their clients, BeadforLife ascertained

he would work as a sound person and

knows how difficult it can be to make

Videographer/Editor Paul Hillman films kids in a slum of Kampala.

village. During early interviews with

amazing

watched.

with

Fast forward to the fall of 2008,

loan for the house. Friendship Village,
as it is called, has over 100 homes now.
The

contrast

between

where

these

women were in 2006 and where they
are today is incredibly compelling. We
knew we had a newsworthy story with
an aftermarket. We also met a young
woman on that trip named Juliette who
was the victim of a brutal acid attack.
Once again, we thought we could interest
the news media as part of a larger report
on this horrible human rights abuse.

Village and will soon air an “in their
own words” piece about Juliette’s acid

Videographer/Editor Paul Hillman films
a beader at work.
April 2009
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Film Business
attack. As the producer of both stories, I

networks. It’s a blessing for BeadforLife

of material that can be repackaged to

was able to make some money above and

and the women it serves.

fill the needs of broadcasters and social

beyond what I was paid by BeadforLife.
When The Newshour with Jim Lehrer
saw the story on Friendship Village,
they decided to also produce one using
the tape we shot. It really is a win-win.
Newshour gets a story that they can
produce cheaply, and BeadforLife gets
publicity that sustains it and introduces
its work to viewers who otherwise might
be unaware of their deeds. The Today
Show is doing a story, too, again using
the videotape we brought to the table.
This helps them get a story on Africa
while keeping their production days to
a minimum. It is very helpful as the
networks and local broadcasters slash
budgets in these difficult economic times.
Stories have also appeared on my blog,
and photos taken on the trip have been
displayed in Denver galleries. Our work
in Kampala even caught the attention of
noted travel expert Peter Greenberg who
featured a story in the Grateful Traveler
section of his blog. With each hit, we
cross promote our success on Facebook,
Linked In, and Twitter. We’re drawing
people in, too, at networks and social

You have to be well-prepared going
into your story to recognize the potential
in the field. You also have to be nimble
enough on location to be able to change

networking alike; and with every hit,
BeadforLife benefits, and it helps lift
more and more families out of extreme
poverty.

course when a story like Juliette’s
presents itself. We captured her story

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS
Pre-register Online and Get the latest updates on
upcoming Filmmaking Workshops.

Visit www.studentfilmmakers.com today!

BeadforLife’s website is
www.beadforlife.org.

knowing it would not be part of the
material we produced for BeadforLife.
Our opportunity to help women like
her is completely based on our ability
to get the news media engaged in her
story. Make sure you build time into
your shooting schedule so that you can
change course if necessary. You don’t
want to miss opportunities like Juliette.
As many times as I have said, “I’ll go
back for that,” one seldom finds the
time. Finally, you need to know that
broadcasters and viewers on the internet
for that matter are looking for the same
thing; well-produced, character-driven
stories that are topical and visual. If you
find good stories, you will be able to get
networks and social networks on board
especially as budgets tighten. It takes
patience to find eyeballs, but there are
many interested in seeing what you have.
We returned from Uganda with a wealth

Vicky and Achan Grace outside her new home in
Friendship Village.

Colorado

television

production

company, Teletrends (www.teletrendstv.
com)

and

producer,

Vicky

Collins

(www.vickycollinsonline.com),
programming
international

for

create

domestic

audiences.

and

Teletrends

specializes in television production for
broadcast, cable, national syndication,
corporate,

non-profit

and

internet

clients. Teletrends provides producing,
directing,

field

production,

writing,

editing and all pre- and post-production
of full-length programs, segments and
web content. Achievements include four
prestigious National Emmys, two Telly
Awards, an Iris Award, a Cine Golden
Eagle, and the UPI/Lee Nelson Award
for

Outstanding

Newscast

in

New

England.

Television Producer Vicky Collins, Videographer/Editor
Paul Hillman, and Opuly Godwin.

Call for Workshop Instructors
We invite filmmakers, cinematographers, directors, editors,
sound engineers, producers, and screenwriters to submit a
syllabus and brief biography for consideration.
Reach us at: http://www.studentfilmmakers.com/contact.shtml
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Commentary

The Digital Revolution:
What is Missing?

craft of editing got lost in the mass of 0s

has brought us. I could make a feature

competition would put a lot of the old

and 1s.

film tomorrow with the equipment we

guard out of work. One writer reminded

have in our own video department at

him that the year the electric typewriter

the college where I teach. I could edit

was invented, there were just as few

on my laptop and author in High Def.

great novels written than before the new

The opportunities for novice filmmakers

technology made it easier to type. In

today are a hundred times better than

other words, it’s still all about the work,

they were when I was a film student at

and still all about the process.

Am I talking like an old timer
who should be put out to pasture?
Should I, “Roll over Beethoven and tell
Tchaikovsky the news?” I don’t think
so. I have been teaching film and video

Old versus New

production in one form or another
since 1989, and I’ve spent the bulk of
my career as a working director and

by Dean Goldberg

writer. I sincerely feel that the quality
of storytelling, image and sound has

Filmmaking has come long a way

to some degree remains (now digital),

got to do that, you had to sync your

from the days when aspiring young

the workhorse of the industry. Take a

dailies – a skill in itself – and then, send

directors of photography would pour over

few hours for lighting and blocking, and

them out for edge numbering. By the

their dog eared copies of The American

you were ready for the first take and the

time you were actually ready to assemble

Cinematographer’s Manual to check out

first slate. Back then, a slate was not

your first cut, you’d screen your project

the characteristic curve of the black and

simply for time-code reference and scene

at least two or three times.

white Plus-X negative that their director

and shot information, but for sync itself.

had insisted on using even though it was

And even if the day went like clockwork,

brutally slow at a 64 ASA. But in New

everyone still held their breaths until

York City, at least, the trek to Kodak

the dailies came back from the lab.

was the first step in that mysterious
adventure of making a movie, and no
self-respecting filmmaker was going to
step up to the counter and act like they
just fell off the turnip truck. Who knew
who might be there? Maybe you’d catch
a glimpse of Connie Hall checking out
the latest fast film, or a PA working on a
feature that was shooting right now, just
a few blocks away.

as seen and heard through an on-

who would invariably stop her flatbed to

camera, 2x2-inch screen and a pair of

announce to the room that I had messed

headphones. But

double-edged

up and thrown the whole reel one or two

sword. It’s a boon for the director and

frames out of sync – a sin that was not

actors for sure. But for many novice

quickly forgiven.

on-camera mic, and not worry about

The next step in the journey would

the quality of the picture and sound.

be to make sure you had a loyal team to

Besides, with every NLE program

lug around the equipment, which usually

offering some kind of color correction,

included a weighty tripod, a bulky

why worry about chroma?

camera, and a not-so lightweight Nagra
tape recorder. Soon the weeks of practice
loading the Eclair NPR magazine in a
black bag would come to the ultimate
test. Heaven forbid there was a light leak,
or some fog on the film. On the set, you’d
put your trust in the crystal sync motor
in the NPR and the Nagra’s precision.
That reel to reel recorder was then, and

rushed, or just plain uninteresting.

rather than gotten better. Sure I miss

I attended a writer’s symposium a

the sound of 24 frames silently slipping

few years ago where the “host” opined

through a camera. I unashamedly admit

that with the advent of hand-held HD

I’d rather work with film than tape. But I

cameras and consumer-priced editing

am thrilled by the amazing possibilities

systems, the industry was in danger of

– and quality, that digital technology

being overrun with product. That the

Dean Goldberg worked as a film
editor and producer for more than 50
political campaigns, including those of
Sens. Ted Kennedy and John Glenn,
before

moving
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to

writing

and

He is currently an Assistant Professor
of Communication Arts at Mount Saint
Mary College in New York.

But
opinion,

what
and

is
what

missing,
has

in

my

been

lost

inside all our fantastic new tools, is
the careful consideration of the time
honored production process. Too many
communication programs are satisfied
with podcast-quality video, so proper

Expand your knowledge with HD EXPO Workshops. Every HD EXPO workshop has been developed
by professionals, for professionals. We have educated thousands of content creators over the past six years.

VariCamp 2.0

P2 Camp
JOIN THE TAPELESS [R]EVOLUTION

It’s the same old versus new story

preparation like tech scouts for electric

MAKE THE VARICAM® WORK FOR YOU

with today’s edit “environments.” In the

and sound are out of the question. Some

not-that-distant past, as moviemaking

novice filmmakers are so eager to jump

ColorCamp 101

Lighting, Filters & Gels for HD Workshop

goes, if you were lucky enough to edit

into their Final Cut or Avid programs

on a flatbed Steenbeck, rather than an

with their newly “acquired” footage that

DEMYSTIFYING COLOR FOR THE CONTENT
CREATOR FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

LEARN TECHNIQUES THAT WILL IMPROVE THE “LOOK”
OF YOUR WORK

upright Moviola, you still had to take

they capture without any organization

the time to screen, make the cut, splice

or real review. Somehow the art and

All workshops are completed as certified training.
Log on today to register for our upcoming workshops: hdexpo.net/education

back, and review. And before you even
HDE_1-2_EDUCATIONAD_022609_SC.indd 1
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on

directing for television and advertising.

spinning wheel. And good riddance, too!
of syncing dailies for a grumpy editor

just too easy to grab a camera, use the

around the country look careless and

screening room have gone the way of the
I, for one, don’t miss the hours and hours

filmmakers, it can also be a bust. It’s

coming out the communication programs

Today, many of the skills needed to

These days, novice filmmakers get

a

it seems to me that many of the projects

get a project from a storyboard to the

instant visual and audio gratification,

it’s

deteriorated in the last twenty years,

Hunter College in the late seventies. But

2/27/09 7:50:25 AM
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Call for Entries

Film Festivals and Screenwriting Competitions
The Writers Place 2009 Screenplay Contest
Don’t Forget to Register
The Writers Place collaborates with studios, television
networks, financiers and independent production companies.
Register online at www.thewritersplace.org for free writers’
amenities and advice, and to enter TWP’s new screenplay
contest. Submit your full-length features, teleplays and
short screenplays. Early deadline: April 30th. Late deadline:
May 15th. “Winners receive prizes, including cash awards,
software or cash equivalent, and a PR package worth over

winners and finalists have gone on to write for the New York
Times, assume leadership positions in the literary and film
community and produce their films through our industry
contacts.”
ONLINE: Read StudentFilmmakers’ interview with Paula
Brancato, who talks more about TWP’s screenplay contest and
the business of screenwriting, at www.studentfilmmakers.
com/news/0409_screenwriting-twp.shtml.

This Month’s Featured Companies

Join and Enter in StudentFilmmakers Magazine’s
Commercial Video Contest
Deadline Extended to May 15, 2009, 11:59pm, EST.
Free to Enter.
Write, shoot, and edit your own StudentFilmmakers Magazine
Commercial Video for people around the globe to see, and for
a chance to win great prizes. Deadline Extended to May 15,
2009, 11:59pm, EST. Judging of the finalists’ videos will
include positive comments posted under video entries.
So, please encourage your fellow filmmakers to post
intelligent feedback underneath your video.

$5000,” says TWP Co-Founder, Paula Brancato. “We also
publish our writers’ success stories on a monthly basis. TWP

Products & Services

The competition is open to all filmmakers, videographers,
and storytellers across the U.S. and outside the U.S. around
the globe. All are welcome: professionals, independents,
professors and students. All entries must be submitted via the
Film and Video Makers Community Social Networking site at
http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com/.

Royalty-Free HD Footage
Footage of the World, LLC (www.footageoftheworld.com) is
an organization built to meet the needs of advertisers, film
producers, news agencies, corporate producers and anyone
who requires high quality HD, SD or Low Resolution content.
Its selection is creative, original and includes shots taken from

On Campus

some of the most remote locations around the globe. All footage
is always shot in broadcast quality 1080 HD. Additionally,

The 11th Annual Screenwriting Conference in

Footage of the World CEO Myles Lank says, “Charity is a

Santa Fe

key part of our business.” He explains, “Fifteen percent of all

Register Online Today, and Save the Dates: May 26 through

net income, or 1% of gross sales, whichever is greater, will

May 31, 2009

be donated annually to charities researched by [FOTW’s]
employees; 7.5% will be donated to environmental charities,

SCSFe is divided into two components: the Screenwriting
Symposium

and

the

Hollywood

Connection.

and 7.5% will be donated to social charities.”

The

Screenwriting Symposium’s emphasis is on the art and craft

ONLINE: Read the full article and interview at:

Easy Steps for Uploading Your Video Entries:
Step 1: Read the contest rules and guidelines at:

of screenwriting, offering 9-hour mentor classes, 12-hour

www.studentfilmmakers.com/news/0409_hd-footage-fotw.

academy labs, over thirty 90-minute specialized seminars,

shtml

http://www.studentfilmmakers.com/news/0309_sf-

mentor panel discussion, live scene readings of SCSFe’s Actors

videocommercialcontest.shtml

Choice Award winners, and social events. The Hollywood
Connection’s emphasis is on the marketing of your screenplay,

Austin Film Festival Announces Its Call-For-Entries:
Submit Your Films and Screenplays

Step 2: Sign up for a Free Networking Page at:
http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com/signup/
Step 3: Upload your video entries at:
http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com/videos/

offering two producer panel discussions, and four 90-minute
seminars. Pitch in private to Hollywood producers, agents,
and managers looking for material and writers to represent.

Vertical Streaming is transforming the way independent

Call (866) 424-1501, and visit www.scsfe.com.

filmmakers touch their audience. Be the first to offer
screenings in a fully customized virtual movie theatre

The Austin Film Festival is among the select events accredited
by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, so all
award winning narrative short and narrative student short
films are also eligible for an Academy Award. Categories
include Narrative Feature, Narrative Short, Narrative
Student Short, Documentary Feature, and Documentary
Short. The Screenplay Competition has two primary
categories: Drama Category (Historical, Western, Drama,
Family, Romance, Horror, Thriller, etc.) and/or Comedy
Category (Dark, Satirical, Slapstick, and more). The Teleplay
Competition includes both Drama and Sitcom categories and
is open to any spec script for the currently airing network or
cable television program. New for 2009: For the first time
since its inception, AFF’s screenplay competition will be
providing Readers Notes to all Second Rounders (top 10%) for

Topics/Themes:
Your video commercials must encompass 1 of the 2 following
themes. Have fun with it!
(1) Things Not to Do When Shooting Films, and Reasons to
Read StudentFilmmakers Magazine.
(2) Things To-Do When Shooting Films, and Reasons to Read
StudentFilmmakers Magazine
Prizes:
Prizes include $250 in cash, a $250 gift card to the
StudentFilmmakers.com Online Store, educational DVDs
and software listed on the official contest site, a 12-month
subscription to StudentFilmmakers magazine, and an editorial
write-up about you and your winning video commercial in
StudentFilmmakers Magazine.

no additional charge. To enter your submissions and check for
deadline dates, go online to www.austinfilmfestival.com.
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Good luck, and see you online!

Streaming Video & Media Distribution

completely branded for your new venture. With its worldwide
content delivery network, Vertical Streaming can deliver your
Compass Film Academy in Grand Rapids, Michigan

full feature film online at the speed of light. Protect your

Apply Online Now for Fall 2009

film with MediaGuard, offering the highest level of security
for digital rights management. Issue tickets to VIP guests to

Students at Compass Film Academy learn by doing. The one-

watch full screenings or monetize your movies online with our

year program may be intense, but its hands-on, production-

web-based application. Visit www.verticalstreaming.com, and

style immersion into filmmaking is fun and engaging. The

call 888-635-6888 for more info.

school has an involved Hollywood A-list Advisory Board and
all of its classes are taught by industry professionals. Although
the learning environment is seriously passionate, the school
has a wonderfully supportive and edifying community.
Many of its graduates have gone on to work on major feature
films and for television productions, and they continue to
provide a link to the industry for newly graduated students.
www.compassfilmacademy.com

April 2009
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Global Marketplace
FESTIVALS & CONTESTS

Global Marketplace
For print and online classified text and display ads, please call 212.255.7190

All StudentFilmmakers Magazine advertisers
accept full responsibility for the claims made
by their advertisement. StudentFilmmakers
Magazine assumes no responsibility for the
content of any advertisements.

Austin Film Festival: Submit your films
and screenplays/teleplays. Visit
www.austinfilmfestival.com

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT RENTAL, SALES,
& SERVICE

Acoustics First
888-765-2900
®

Toll-Free
Number:

Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise™
www.acousticsfirst.com

Your video should
sound as good
as it looks!

Cool Lights USA for all your film
and video lighting needs. Visit www.
coollights.biz, or call 877-272-1419.

FREE Acoustical
Room Analysis!
1-800-959-3343
www.Auralex.com

Call-for-Entries: NextFrame - UFVA’s
Touring Festival of International Student
Film & Video. www.temple.edu/nextframe/

VIDEO LIGHTING

Film Stock
CINEMATOGRAPHERS / DOPs /
CAM-OPs

LEVELCAM.com
ju ice dLink

Camcorder
Adapter/Mixer
2-4 XLR inputs to
Camcorder mic jack
Low-noise Preamp
Best Freq Response

PRODUCTION MUSIC

1Prompter.com: Free hand controller and
USB flashdrive with the 1Prompter11. View
all teleprompter
products at www.1prompter.com.

“Get In-Sync.” Go to: www.insyncpubs.
com. Motion Picture Equipment / Video.
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Tracks Production Music libraries
are designed to offer producers maximum
versatility and convenience. Visit: www.
killertracks.com.

April 2009

EDUCATIONAL CDs & DVDs

CALL FOR ENTRIES! After Hours Film
Society Student Film Festival. For more
info: www.Afterhoursfilmsociety.com.

Submit your films to Gigantic Digital,
representing the future of independent
film distribution. Go to: www.
giganticdigital.com.

AUDIO / POST

.

WRITERS’ SERVICES &
RESOURCES

Create a successful and targeted festival
strategy with Reel Plan. reelplan.com

Attention: : Writers with Quality Scripts.
We Have Buyers and Need More
Marketable Scripts. www.WritersLiterary.
com/ScriptBrokerage.html

FILMS ON DVD

HD FOOTAGE & STOCK FOOTAGE
Footage of the World: Powerful footage
filmed in broadcast quality 1080 HD
and available royalty-free. Visit
footageoftheworld.com.
MotionDrops.com: : Royalty Free Stock
Video Footage & Visual FX. Buy it. Use it.
Show it. www.motiondrops.com

High-Definition cameras, camcorders,
lighting, audio, accessories are available
for rent at Zilok. Rent out your equipment
and gear. http://us.zilok.com

VerticalStreaming.com offers creative
ways to successfully distribute films
digitally. 888-635-6888

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

11/17/2008 2:31:52 PM
Killer

www.

STREAMING VIDEO & MEDIA
DISTRIBUTION

Script Savvy Screenplay Contest:
Cash prize EVERY MONTH, feedback,
exposure.

Music 2 Hues. Royalty Free Music
Downloads or CD’s. Over 1000 Tracks,
Quantity Discounts. www.music2hues.com
2x2.38 Ad Student Filmmaker 08indd.indd 1

Go from idea to screenplay to sale HOLLYWOOD SCRIPTWRITING
www.storyandscriptdevelopment.com.

MOFILM, the world’s biggest global
mobile short film festival. Enter Your film,
register now at www.mofilm.com.

Affordable pro video HMI & on camera
lighting kits AlzoVideo.com

Get started today with a

Get your script produced!
Enter The Writers Place screenwriting
contest. www.thewritersplace.org

Compass Film Academy is now accepting
applications for 2009. Apply today at
www.compassfilmacademy.com/theacademy/admissions/apply-now.

RevoStock.com: Professional Stock
Footage, Music, Sound FX and AE
Projects at Revolutionary Prices.
Buy or Sell! www.revostock.com

MOTION PICTURE / VIDEO
PRODUCTION

EDITORS

BOOKS

Cupid’s Coverage (www.cupidscoverage.
com): consultation/coaching for scripts in
the rom-com genre.

DVD/CD DUPLICATION/
REPLICATION AND MEDIA
SERVICES

FiveSprockets (www.fivesprockets.com)
offers free online screenwriting and
production software / resources.

Jackson Media: Specializing in DVD/CD
duplication, DVD/CD replication, DVD
authoring, and video production services.
www.jacksonmedia.com

Sell Your Screenplay! Consultation with
USC screenwriting Professor Paula
Brancato. consult@thewritersplace.org

CONTINUING EDUCATION &
TRAINING
The Screenwriting Conference in
Sante Fe 2009. Register online at
www.scsfe.com.

Writers’ Copyright Association (WCAUK):
Copyright protect your work. It’s proof
you wrote it, and wrote it first. Register at
www.wcauk.com.

The Writing Solution simplifies writing
so anyone can write a compelling
screenplay. Sample pages: www.
thewritingsolutiononline.com
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Filmmakers Networking

Launa Buettell
Profile: mainstreammusic
Job: Producer/Sound Engineer, Composer/Musician/Performance Artist, Videographer/Editor, and
Instructor.
Location: Ohio, United States
http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com/mainstreammusic
Work: “Most of my time is spent recording, editing,
and composing soundtracks for ballets, plays,
video, film, and animation. Along with shooting and
editing video, and creating websites for clients.”

Behind-the-scenes still taken from the short film
production, Golda a European Champion. The film
takes place at a remote military base on the IsraelEgypt border. A field-school on the Negev Desert
stood-in for the base.

Shahar Reznik
Profile: sreznik_il
Job: Director of Photography
Location: Tel Aviv, Israel
http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com/sreznik_il
Work: “I started my career as a cameraman
for the IDF. Following my discharge from the
film unit, I began working as a second camera
assistant in television commercials and later as a
first assistant and focus puller. My expertise and
experience in operating quickly paved the way
toward becoming a full-time cameraman and
director of photography. Last June, after 2 years as
DP, I was honored by my colleagues at the Israeli
Film & TV Guild who elected me for an active role
in the Union.”
Inspiration: “As part of my research for each
project, I gather all sorts of visual references
that best articulate my intentions for the film.
The works of artists Juan Munoz and Caravaggio
always provide valuable inspiration.”
Challenge and Solution:
Challenge: “My basic challenge is conveying the
director’s vision while utilizing the existing [and

studentfilmmakers
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Challenge and Solution:
Challenge: ”I was asked by a choreographer for
a ballet company to write a 15-minute drum/
percussion piece. I hesitated, but took the job,

usually insufficient] resources. My current project,
a short titled, Running in Circle, requires sending
shafts of light through the windows of a tiny
apartment without a budget for large sources.”
Solution: “We take advantage of the sunny
weather. My plan involves placing mirror
reflectors on the roof of an adjacent building and
shining sunlight through 12x12 of light-grid into
the windows… should do the trick.”
Favorite Tools: “Mirrors and various reflective
surfaces are very useful both as creating interest
in the frame, and as instruments for extracting
more from the set and lighting.”
Favorite Technique: “Planning ahead. I draw
floor plans for most scenes – it’s a reliable means
of communicating my intentions for the crew and
figuring out the most efficient way for getting
through the day. Yet I always deviate from the
plan, improvise and try the make the most of
the existing conditions on the set and the actors’
usage of the space.”
Credits: “I’m currently working on a documentary
feature by award-winning director Ibtisam
Mara’ane and the short mentioned above. I’ve
recently completed two short films: Light Sleep
and Golda a European Champion. I shoot lots of
local and international documentary and reality
shows for national TV stations, commercials and
music videos. Cinematography is my passion in
life, and for interesting projects I am more than
willing to travel many miles… Geography is no
obstacle.”
Website: www.shaharreznik.com
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Inspiration: “I find it everywhere, but mostly
people. Being around positive, energetic people
who are passionate about what they do.”

Shahar Reznik at the camera, and crewmembers
watching, as Shahar shoots some plates (b-roll)
on a highway in Houston, Texas for a show
titled, Shalom and Good Evening, a primetime
entertainment/sketch show (Jay Leno meets
Saturday Night Live).

sweating at the thought of playing tribal drums,
something I do not excel at. When I asked him
what kind of visual he was creating, he said it
depended on what I compose... Well, I compose
to what the visuals are, so that being said, what
comes first, the chicken or the egg? We worked it
out and developed the piece together, working off
of each other’s ideas, and it came out great. It was
one of the best pieces I’ve ever done. And the most
challenging and rewarding. The total visual effect,
lighting, staging and costumes, combined with the
surround sound were incredible to watch!”
Solution: “Not allowing any fears and self limitations

Find Crew and Talent,
or Join a Production
at the

Network

to stand in the way, just rise to the occasion, and do
it!”
Favorite Tools: Microphones, I am a big fan of
Audio Technica. They produce a good clean sound
without coloring. But I also love my Panasonic AGDVX100B DVcam.”
Favorite Technique: “I don’t know if I have a
favorite technique, just a rule of thumb, which is,
‘less is more, keep it simple and direct, and leave
your audience wanting more.’ Avoid the pitfall of
putting too much in.”
Credits:
“Election Night 2008” - Congressman Boccieri
(video)
“Quik Chix Racing” - Promotional Motorcycle Video
(video marketing campaign/website)
“Primal Man” - Ballet - by Angelo Lemmo (score)
“Don’t Drink & Drive” Song for the ODPS TV spot
“The Story of Jesus” play by Lois Digacomo (theme
song & underscore)
“Fences” - Play by Lois DiGacomo (theme song)
“Fountain of Youth” - Film/comedy by Sheldon
Gleisser (theme song & underscores)
“Mainstream Music Library CD” - Original Library
Music
Billboard Songwriting Award for “Wait for Me”
Nashville Songwriting Award for “ Heart to Heart”

http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com
Website: www.mainstreammusic.com

Mark Kiss
Profile: marco
Job: Cinematographer / Steadycam Operator
Location: London, United Kingdom
http://networking.studentfilmmakers.com/marco
Recent Work: “I was director of photography in a
commercial shoot for Cofidis Bank, and I’ve worked
on music videos as a steadycam operator a lot.”
Challenge and Solution:
Challenge: “In a commercial, the [challenge] came
from the director: to make daylight in a fairly small
studio which had to look like as an office with sun
rays shining through the windows.”

(4kw) nearby the windows, but a little problem
happened... We had two or three different shadows
on the opposite wall. It wasn’t an easy job to adjust
the spotlight’s barn door and flags for the best
solution. Finally, I put some frost to make shadows
smoother…”
Favorite Tools: “My favorite one is Aaton Minima
16mm camera. Ideal for my steadycam, small and
lightweight, compact and even looks good.”
Credits: “I’ve worked as steadycam operator in
numerous music videos in Hungary: Desperado,
Emilio, LL Junior, Palcso Tomi, Roy & Adam, and
others…”

Solution: “At first, I wanted to use one big spotlight
as a main light source from long distance to be
enough for the three windows, but didn’t know I
wouldn’t have enough space for that. So, I thought

Short films: Állva maradás (2002), Tékás (2001), Ott
vagy még (2001), Igor (2000)
Movies: No Fairy Tales (2004), Libiomfi (2002)

that I will instead use three parallel spotlights

Website: www.steadycamkissmark.fw.hu
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Many Thanks

Saro Varjabedian

William Donaruma

John Carrico

Sherri Sheridan

Fred Ginsburg C.A.S.
Ph.D. MBKS
Vicky Collins

Todd Debreceni

Bryant Falk

Scott Essman

Dean Goldberg

For advertising and sponsorship opportunities,
please contact Kim Welch at 212.255.5458, or send an email via our online form at

www.studentfilmmakers.com/advertise.shtml
AD Index
1Prompter www.1prompter.com 
Acoustics First www.acousticsfirst.com 
After Hours Film Society www.Afterhoursfilmsociety.com 
Alzo Video www.alzovideo.com 
Auralex Acoustics www.auralex.com 
Austin Film Festival www.austinfilmfestival.com 
Azden www.azdencorp.com 
BeachTek www.beachtek.com 
Center for Digital Imaging Arts at Boston University
www.cdiabu.com 
Compass Film Academy www.compassfilmacademy.com 
Cool Lights USA www.coollights.com 
Cupid’s Coverage www.cupidscoverage.com 
FiveSprockets www.fivesprockets.com 
Five Towns College www.ftc.edu/signup 
Footage of the World www.footageoftheworld.com 
Gigantic Digital www.giganticdigital.com 
HD Expo www. hdexpo.net/education 
Hollywood Scriptwriting www.storyandscriptdevelopment.com 
Insync Publications www.insyncpubs.com 
Jackson Media www.jacksonmedia.com 
Juiced Link www.juicedlink.com 
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Levelcam www.levelcam.com 
Los Angeles Film School www.lafilm.com
Maine Media Workshops www.theworkshops.com 
MasterSource Music Catalog www.mastersource.com 
MoFilm www.mofilm.com 
MotionDrops.com www.motiondrops.com 
Music 2 Hues www.music2hues.com 
NAB Show www.nabshow.com 
NextFrame www.temple.edu/nextframe 
Piedmont Community College www.piedmont.cc.nc.us 
Raw Stock, Inc. www.raw-stock.com 
Reel Plan www.reelplan.com 
RevoStock.com www.revostock.com 
Screenwriting Conference in Sante Fe www.scsfe.com 
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The “Tree” Movie www.thetreemovie.com 
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SAVE 30% on Educational DVDs and
Free Shipping for All U.S. Orders of Software.
Foreign Order must pay additional shipping.

order online today at: www.studentfilmmakers.com/store

Free Shipping
on all orders over $50
enter coupon code “sfm50” when checking out
edgewise-media.com

- Video Tape | Data Media | Audio Tape | DVD/CD | Media Packaging | Flash Memory | Hardware | Accessories | Expendables | Film

$799.00 each

$12.00 each

$2.25 each

$5.39 each

Sony 16GB SxS Pro Memory
Card using ExpressCard™

Mini DV Storage Rack Holds
48 Tapes

Sony Mini DV PRL 60 min

Panasonic 63 Min. AMQ Mini
DV / HDV

technology, is designed for XDCAM
EX series camcorders

Black Mini DV Storage Rack
Holds 48 Tapes

$29.11 each

$1,549.00

Sony DVCAM 184 min.

Panasonic P2 Card 32 GB

$1,950.00

$13.64 each

New protective locking album
case specifically designed for
DVCAM cassettes

P2, which stands for Professional
Plug-in, is a compact solid state
memory card designed for
professional AV use

Sony HVR-M15AU Compact
HDV / DVCAM VTR

2” Premium Gaffers Tap

Compatible with mini-DV and
standard size cassettes.

$72.00 each
Sony HDCAM SR 40 min.
Recording length of up to 50
minutes for the small-size
cassette, and 155 minutes for the
large-size cassette in 24P mode

$255.00
Lacie 1 TB D2 Quadra
Hard Drive
eSATA 1.5Gbits, FireWire 800,
FireWire 400, Hi-Speed USB 2.0

Premium Series offers qualtity
at an exceptional value

$0.38 each
Fuji 16x DVD-R White Ink Jet
Printable

Edgewise Media which is based in Anaheim California, continually strives to supply the latest product information
as well as up to the minute pricing on all of the items we sell. The Edgewise Family which incorporates offices
in Anaheim, Hollywood, Las Vegas, Denver and New York has combined Hundreds of years of insight and
knowledge working in the Video Production, Film Production, Editing, Wedding Videographer fields as well as
countless other industries that use Blank Media.

Edgewise Media

www.edgewise-media.com

602 N. Cypress Street, Orange, CA. 92867

Toll Free - 1-

800-959-5156

Please note that product prices and availability are limited time offers and are subject to change.

Experience 30% less dropouts
with AMQ vs. the competition

2” x 60 yards/180 feet

$7.25 each
Sony High Definition HDV /
Mini DV
Sony VG 63 Min. High Definition
Mini DV/HDV Tape Videographer
Grade HD
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